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News In Brief
TVA customers blast latest rate
hike proposal of eight percent
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. ( AP — The Tennessee Valley Authority
could botch its chances to recover millions of dollars in unpaid
Energy Department bills if it levies an 8 percent rate increase in electricity to other customers, an energy group member says.
The rate increase undercuts TVA's legal position in its litigation
with DOE," Mark Siegel, executive director of the Tennessee Valley
Energy Coalition, said Monday.
Siegel was one of 21 people who criticized the recommended increase during a public meeting here before the utility's two board
members.
He referred to a June lawsuit filed against the DOE after Energy
officials decided to reduce payments. The TVA has said the DOE's
action means other TVA customers will have to pay 6 percent extra
plus 2 percent that is needed for the utility's operation for the fiscal
year beginning Oct. 1.
Siegel, who also is an attorney, said TVA's chances in court would
be better if it shoulders the extra expense, then tells a judge about the
hardship.
The contract dispute between the two agencies stems from a 1967
agreement whereby the TVA agreed to supply massive amounts of
electricity for two DOE uranium -enrichment plants.
The DOE in recent years has scaled back part of its uranium
enrichment program, but the TVA, which built new power plants to
supply the Energy Department, has held it to the contract terms.
The case, first filed in U.S. District Court here, has been sent to
U.S. Claims Court in Washington. E.S. Christenbury, TVA general
counsel, said Monday that an amended complaint would be filed in
that court this week.
Others of the more than 70 who attended the meeting complained
that they are already buckling under increases in other basic needs
and argued that the TVA could find better ways to deal with
expenses.
"We don't want to become dependent l on food stamps ... But more
and more the rich get richer and the poor get poorer." said Roy
Trydell. of Maryville.
He said the rise in rates would be added to increases in his car insurance, property taxes, milk prices and county fire protection.
Steve Guidry, chairman of a group of TVA industrial customers,
said an 8 percent rise would drive businesses and jobs from the sevenstate region served by the utility.
"An 8 percent increase ... is simply unacceptable to our group of
companies," said Guidry, whose Tennessee Valley Industrial Committee includes 28 companies that buy power directly from the TVA.
Some criticized the TVA's priorities in channeling large amounts of
money into getting its idled nuclear power plants running again.

Elsewhere...
By the Associated Press

BERLIN — Authorities warn police to be on guard for right-wing
violence following the death of Rudolf Hess. the last of the Nazi
leaders. Hess' body will be turned over to his family for the burial.
which could be as early as today.
MANAMA, Bahrain — The U.S. helicopter carrier Guadalcanal,
led by a mine-sweeping helicopter, steams through the central Persian Gulf. Iran claims its navy has joined efforts to destroy mines in
waters outside the gulf.
WASHINGTON — The heads of U.S. missions in five Central
American states are returning to their posts today after a Reagan administration strategy session on the peace plan under consideration
in the region.
WASHINGTON — The Reagan administration, which earlier this
year was predicting a gradual decline in the deficit, now says the red
ink will get worse before it gets better.
SANTA B.4RBARA, calif. — White House officials are retreating
from President Reagan's statement that Congress must agree to vote
on a balanced budget amendment before he'll negotiate with
lawmakers on fiscal 1988 spending.
WASHINGTON — The Fish and Wildlife Service's effort to protect
its 430 wildlife refuges is being handicapped by another agency's
failure to write appropriate water quality standards, congressional
investigators say.
WASHINGTON — The FBI is examining another cache of rare
Civil War documents allegedly stashed in a safe deposit box by a
writer accused of taking valuable letters from two government
manuscript collections.
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Glass escapes from captivity
handed over to U.S. diplomat

•
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DAMASCUS, Syria (AP, —
American journalist Charles
Glass fled to freedom today after
two months as a hostage by sneaking from a Beirut building while
his captors slept, officials said. He
was later turned over to a U.S.
diplomat in Damascus.
Foreign Minister Farouk alSharaa handed Glass over to
American Charge d'Affaires
David Ransom, the senior U.S
diplomat in the Syrian capital.

Glass appeared to be in good
shape but looked tired.
He said he wanted to fly to London, his home, "as soon as possible to meet with my family and
folks."
Glass was spirited out of
Moslem west Beirut under the protection of Syrian troops, who
police several areas in Lebanon.
Before Glass was driven to
Damascus, a Beirut doctor examined him and pronounced him

"fit."
The bearded Glass. wearing a
blue track suit and no shoes, walked into the seaside Summerland
Hotel in west Beirut at 2:30 am
Tuesday (7:30 p.m. EDT Monday. and told the hotel receptionist, "I am Charlie Glass. I
need a place to hide," said a
Lebanese police spokesman.
The former ABC-TV correspon(Cont'd on page 2)

Rules for school

TVA official
says no quick
solutions to
lake problems
NASHVILLE. Tenn AP — A
Tennessee Valley Auth(.:rity official says he does
think experts are even ( se tt-, !.-arning
the real source:- ot nrob!errn-_, at
Kentucky Lake.
Dr. Richard Urban said critics
of TVA's efforts to improve water
quality in Kentucky Lake and
other lakes will have to'settle fcr
'small successes'. while experts
look for larger solutions.
—It's going to take an extended
effort and a jot of patience to get
Kentucky Lake. and all the other
lakes. back on track," Urban said
in a telephone interview from his
Chattanooga office.
Urban is director of water quality control for the agency and
chairman of a special task force

Students in the city and county school systems were back to the books today as a new school year began.
Above, Calloway County High School business teacher Sue Outland explains some rules to her beginning typing class in the school's new wing; below, Murray High School's Bill Smith discusses the student handbook
with his freshman home room. Classes begin at Murray State University August 24.
Staff photos hi, Da% id Tuck

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

Subscribers who have not
received their home delivered
copy of The Murray
Times by 5 30 p m Monday
Friday or by 3 30 p m Saturday
are urged to cull 753-1916 bet
ween 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturday.
Offic• Hours — S si.m.-3 p.m.
Monday tgru Friday, S a.m.-12
p.m. Saturday.

(Cont'd on page

Girl's miracle
survival lone
bright spot of
Sunday crash
ROMULUS. Mich. :AP —
4-year-old girl emerged as
miraculous survivor
thr
tion's second -deadliest a,rdisaster. arid reports surfa,.ed of
repeated engine malfun,!ions in
the Northwest Airlines :,elliner
that crashed killing up to
Cecilia Cichan, who was ;:sted
critical condition today with thirddegree burns over
percent of
her body was identified as d
passenger onFlight .25, hy - !•-,or grandfather. who recognized her
chipped tooth and purple nail
polish, officials said
'Per mother shielded her and
that is what saved her.- said the
grandfather. Anthony Cichan
Maple Glen. Pa
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Collins, Beshear meet on workers' comp
Forecast
Tonight and Wedne(iay.
Mostly cloudy with scattered
thundershowers. Low tonight
around 70 with the high on
Wednesday around 90.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Thursday through Saturday
calls for it to be mostly sunny
Thursday with a chance of
thunderstorms Friday and
Saturday.
. LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
357.0
Barkley
357.0

Gov. Martha Layne Collins

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP — Lt.
Gov. Steve Beshear says Gov.
Martha Layne Collins need not
fear a palace revolt the next time
she leaves the state.
Beshear met with Collins on
Monday to assure her that he will
not call a special legislative session the next time he is acting
governor.
"I'm not going to pull- any
shenanigans on her while her back
is turned and while she's out of
state." Beshear said after emerging from a 45-minute meeting with
the governor in her office.
The meeting was prompted by
Beshear's own statement two
weeks ago that he would call
lawmakers to the Capitol if he felt
not enough was being done to

resolve the financial problems of
the workers' compensation
program.
Beshear's comments came after
he met with Democratic gubernatorial nominee Wallace Wilkinson, who ;strongly supports a
special session to deal with the
issue.
After' the meeting Monday.
Beshear refused to say flatly that
he would not call a special
legislative session.
Beshear said he believes a
special session should be called to
deal with the problem, but added
that he will take no action before,
consulting with Collins.
"I feel at this point that things
(Cont'd on page 21

Lt. Gov. Steve Beshear
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A crunched-up combine

(Cont'd from page I
The girl's parents and 6-year-old
brother were killed in Sunday
night's crash just after takeoff
from Detroit Metropolitan Airport
on a flight to Phoenix and suburban Los Angeles.
Authorities have yet to establish
an official death count in the crash
of the McDonnell Douglas MD-80,
which occurred in clear weather.
John Lauber, of the National
Transportation Safety Board, said
152 aboard the plane died. Northwest spokesman Kevin Whalen
said 155 people might have been
aboard, and at least 154 people

Official reports '87 Fair
one of thet`better ones*
-It was a good fair. We always fans cited such things as the antimake enough to carry ourselves que tractor pull as a good
over to the next year, but we
attraction.
aren't in it for money. We consider
Despite the good comments,
it a community service."
Wallace said the attendance at the
Those are the words of Tony
Fair was unpredictable.
Wallace, president of the local
"We lost money on Thurs.
Jaycees' organization, describing
dayt Aug. 141 because we had tu
this year's Murray-Calloway
spend a lot to get the truck pull
County Jaycees' Fair. It was held
We didn't have the crowd we
this past week.
thought we would," Wallace said
Wallace said this year's event "We had a slim turnout for the
was one of the better ones ever carnival." He added that they
held. However, he thought it could
were working with a handicap this
have been better.
year as several large expenses
"It was one of the better ones," such as a new grandstand, fence
Wallace commented. "We raised
and well took big chunks out of the
from $10,000 to $12,000 and all the
profits.
money has not been counted."
According to Wallace, the specAnd plans are already being
tators enjoyed themselves. He considered for next year. "We
said that they gave the Fair rave
might change the programing,"
reviews. "We heard comments Wallace relayed. "There may be a
that they liked the Fair because it
big feature each night. It is just so
was like the old-time Fairs," he hard to figure out what people
commented. He added that the want."

died
"The
T infant count is going up,"
he said. Infants generally are not
ticketed on commercial airline
flights if they are carried by
adults.
Wayne County officials reported
that two people died on the ground.
Late Monday, County Medical Examiner Werner Spitz said five or
six bodies were pulled from three
vehicles destroyed when the plane
smashed into them or showered
them with blazing fuel and debris.
Spitz said the bodies were too
charred to determine the number,
and it wasn't immediately clear
whether he included the two
earlier ground fatalities.
At least six people who had been
on the ground were treated at
hospitals for injuries in the crash.
The following individuals ap. criminal offense for that period.
Northwest Airlines on Monday
peared before Judge DavidI BuckCraig Perry, theft over $100.
began bringing family members
ingham in Calloway County Cir. amended to under $100, pleaded
here to help identify the victims,
cuit Court on Friday:
guilty, sentenced to six months in
but an official passenger list
Gary Langston, first-degree jail conditionally discharged for
wasn't released.
wanton endangerment, jury trial two years, ordered restitution
A team of 100 investigators, inset Aug. 31.
paid.
cluding experts from the federal
Ralph Wright, theft by deception
Gene Steven Alexander Sr..
government and the companies
over $100, pleaded guilty, sentenc- engaging in organized criminal
that made the plane and engines,
ed three years probation, ordered activity, dismissed on motion of
walked the flight path and examinto pay restitution.
Commonwealth.
ed the remains the jet's two Pratt
Ricky Rickman,
. second-degree—.t . Othel Harold "Sonny" Tucker
SE Whitney JT8D-217 engines.
assault amended tri fourth-degreej engaging in organized criminal
Federal Aviation Administrasecond-degree robbery, theft over activity, dismissed on motion of
tion records showed plane had
$100, first-degree persistant felony Commonwealth.
engine failures on takeoff twice in
offender
, pleaded guilty to assault,
Gene Steven Alexander Jr
1986 and once in 1985. As recently
other charges dismissed per plea engaging in organized criminal
as January 1987, the plane was
agreement, sentenced one year in activity, dismissed on motion
forced to return to the airport in
jail, ordered to pay restitution.
Commonwealth.
Memphis, Tenn.. after takeoff
Elvis Gene Lamb, third-degree
Joseph Lynn Futrell, engagin..!
because of low oil pressure, said
burglary, theft of property under in organized criminal activity
Bobby Mardis of the FAA's
$100, intimidating a witness, two dismiss e.d on rn ot ion u
Aeronautics Center in Oklahoma
counts first-degree persistant Commonwealth.
City.
felony offender, first-degree robJohn R. Malone, receiviri:
The aircraft landed safely in
bery, second-degree robbery. stolen property over $100. pleadcd
Minneapolis on Jan. 6, 1986, after
second-degree persistant felony not guilty, jury trial set Dec. I
flying 18 minutes on only its right
offender, five-year probated
Robert Riley. receiving stoirn
engine, according to FAA records
sentence, on condition that he property over $100, pleaded hot
sited by WCCO-TV in Minneapolis
leave state and commit no guilty. continued to Oct. 23
and The (Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Republic Airlines, which merged
with Northwest last year,
discovered defective T-3 turbine
blades, the report said.
Northwest spokesman Redmond
Five reals estate courses. four in
Estate 242, Real Estate Law.
Tyler called that report
the
evening and one daytime offerReal Estate 132 is also offert-H
misleading, saying the problem
ing, are scheduled on the campus
from 9:30 to 10:20 a.m. on Mon
engine was replaced.
at Murray State University for the
days, Wednesdays and Fridays
On April 1, 1986, the same plane
fall
semeste
r.
Each of the courses carries three
lost power in its right engine and
Dr. William B. Seale, chairman
semester hours of undergraduate
returned safely after 11 minutes,
of the Department of Management
credit. Fees are $45 a semester
the reports said. The airline again
and Marketing, listed the onhour for undergraduate credit for
discovered that the T-3 blades.
campus evening courses, which are
Kentucky residents.
which power the aircraft, had
scheduled from 6 to 9 p.m., as:
Real estate courses as a part 01
failed.
Tuesdays—Real Estate 136, Real
the Murray State program of ex
In November 1985, an engine
Estate Appraising.
tended education are being offered
turbine section failed about 80
Wednesdays—Real Estate 134,
in Princeton and Fulton during the
miles from Minneapolis, forcing
Real Estate Marketing I.
fall semester.
the plane to return. Mardis said.
Thursdays— Real Estate 132,
Late registration for the fall
The crash was the first of a major
Real Estate Principals I; and Real
from 8 a.m. - 6 p.m Thursday and
commercial plane in the United
Friday. Aug. 20-21. or from 5 to 7
States in almost a year, and the
p.m. Monday through Thursday.
first involving a domestic carrier
Aug. 24-27. in the ('urns Center
in almost two years. The death toll
Classes
begin on the campus tli.
was the worst since 275 people died (Cont'd from page I)
week of Aug. 24.
when an American Airlines DC-I0
probing fish and mussel deaths in
crashed at Chicago's O'Hare InKentucky Lake.
ternational Airport on May 25,
"I think we can show some
Nmators. Hou.e member-,
1979.
small successes, but we need
more," he said.
mentioned on tele‘ision

Individuals appear before
Judge David Buckingham

‘lurray Police (apt. Tommy Phillips directed traffic around this John Deere combine on
Glendale Road this
morning At approximately 9:30 a.m. after it was hit from behind by a tractor, accordi
ng to the police report.
Roth owned tt Furches Farms, the combine and the tractor were headed east on Glendal
e when the accident
curred. The hv draulie steering line on the combine was broken while the tractor was
nearbs sers ice station. Capt. Phillips said that because of quick action taken by the immediately taken to a
owners, traffic inconvenient.' was held to a minimum of about 30 minutes.
Staff photo In Donna \ea comb

meeting to brief Beshear on some
of the work being done to reach a
solution to both the continuing
vgrowth of workers compensation
and the estimated $1.7 billion debt
faced by the program
Finance Secretary Gordon Duke
is working on the issue for Collins
and his report is expected within a
week to 10 days.
A gubernatorial task force has
already made recommendations
on how to control growth in the
program designed to help injured
and disabled workers. Duke's
group is specifically working on
how to retire the debt of the

orkers* ('()rni)...
.4 'wit'r! from pair 11
at a good pace
going to come to
.ht-Lsions and conic to
,•;7:,ins to the problem.• If we reach a time
• feel like that were
at that kind of pace
to tome back and
zr, verTior again...
irant governor. Beshear
Acting governor when
ot the state.
she used the
alOng
7t-

•

•
••

on('d from page I
:,os Angeles said he
fort.-e to protect me."
--,-eptionist called Syrian
the spokesman. who
identified under

Koush. who had
r Liss' physican when the
L:77,..iltst worked for ABC, ex!
at the hotel. He told
:,ited Press that
*re :'7-year-old Glass had
• -0-:• •—,:teri 'A lth rifle butts when
LIeu:r June 17. he was now
•
and f:t •
Abducted by 14
• In t!-..4-• suburban district of
with Ali Osseiran. son
•: tour. ..4 I >efense Minister
irio The younger
•:\ s
released a week
':

program.
Collins repeated her consistent
theetpn Monday that she wi4 not
hestitate to summon lawmakers to
the Capitol to pass legislation on
the topic once a compromise is
reached that all parties can live
with.
Beshear said he preferred a plan
that did not use General Fund
money to retire that debt. Wilkinson has proposed that the state
contribute about $20 million a year
for 25 years to retire the debt with
similar contributions from the
coal industry and other
employers.

A group calling itself the
relief to the people at ABC News."
Organization of the People's
Last month, Glass' captors
Defense claimed July 7 that it had issued a videotape in which the
kidnapped Glass, calling him a journalist read a statement saying
spy for the CIA. The. .group
he Was.a CIA agent. U.S. officials
•believed — Made.
• of Shiite
said the statement was false and
Moslem extremists loyal to Iran.
Glass had apparently been forced
The police spokesman said toto read it.
day that Glass told the recepGlass earned prominence for his
tionist that he escaped through the
coverage of the June 1985 hijackwindow of a 10th-floor room where
ing of a TWA jet to Beirut. during
he was being held.
which 39 Americans were held
"My captors were asleep. I sliphostage for 17 days and a U.S.
ped through the window and
Navy diver was killed.
climbed down the staircase to
Glass had been researching a
freedom." the spokesman quoted
book on the Middle East when he
Glass as telling the receptionist.
was seized. Glass' escape leaves
In California, the journalist's
24 foreigners missing and believed
father called his son's escape
kidnapped in Lebanon since
"wonderful news."
March 1985. Among them are
"I love every minute of it,"
eight Americans.
Charles Glass Jr. told The
The longest-held hostage is
Associated Press.
Terry Anderson, chief Middle
Roone Arledge, president of
East correspondent for The
ABC News, called Glass' freedom
Associated Press, who was seized
"a matter of immense joy and
on March 16, 1985.
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WASHINGTON I AP — Here is
a list of Kentucky Senate and
House members in the 99th Congress and the number of times
they appeared or were mentioned
on network television evening
newscasts in 1985-86, according to
an analysis released Monday.
The study was done by Joe
Foote, chairman of the radio.
television department of the
University of Southern Illinois at
Carbondale,
Members not on the list were not
on the network news during that
time.
Senate — Mitch McConnell, 6,
Wendell Ford, 4.
House — Larry Hopkins. 3; Carroll Hubbard, 3; Romano Mazzoli.
I; Harold Rogers. 1.
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U.S. Sen. Jim Sasser, D-Term.,
praised those efforts during a tour
of TVA water-quality projects last
week, but criticized officials for
dragging their feet on other
cleanup operations.
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PRICES ANTI.y AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND DIAL FRS

Urban said one example of a
small success was a TVA project
on the Duck River that reduced
farm and animal waste flowing into the river's tributaries. The
waste had been contaminating the
entire system.

The Murray Planning Commission will meet in regular session
tonight at 7 p.m. in the Council
Chambers at City Hall.
The Murray Board of Zoning AdThe $532,000 project, which injustments will meet Wednesday at
5:15 p.m. in the Conference Room volved 28 farms in Bedford, Coffee, Marshall and Maury counties,
at City Hall.
According to agendas for both permits farmers to reuse the
meetings, discussion will concern material as fertilizer through insection II of the zoning ordinance. tricate drainage, pumping and
storage systems.

Ideal for On-the-Go
Students and Business People!

Batter -Pimered Portable Computer
With six In.tant-On Program.
Including Multiplan Spread.heet
—And a Self-Contained Modem
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PERSPECTIVE
Time to scrap the
welfare system?

PAGE 3

Miirray Ledger 8r Times

Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott rill

When a little heart is set on fishing,
you might as well relax and go fishing

By GREGORY S. WIEGAND
It is becoming evident that our government's welfare umbrellas
Grand-daughter Sarah was in
have collapsed upon the very people they were intended to protect
Murray Country Club or guiding three-piece pole that fitted
Then, all of a sudden. the little
town for a few days last week, and
That the "War on Poverty" was lost long ago is not a new thought
my golf cart most of that -together, a itne, hook, sinker and
blue gills started biting. and Sarah
with a new interest in life.
What is coming into focus, however, is the extent to which failed
afternoon.
bobber. I suppose that's what they
began pulling them in. squealing
Generally, when she comes, she
welfare policies are responsible for the creation of a permanent
I thought she had forgotten all call that thing that bobs on the
with delight with each one. She
wants to head for the toy depart- about doing any fishing this trip. water. When it
underclass. The welfare system, far from simply lending a hand to
goes under, that
was
in charge of catching and pullment at Wal-Mart as soon as she Too, I thought she'd be too tired to means
families and individuals who are temporarily "down on their luck,"
you're getting a bite. The
ing them in. My job was baiting
hits the ground. And, you don't get go fishing once she got home, ones I knew as
has created a permanent underclass which is characterized by ila boy were cork.
the hook, taking the fish off it and
out of pne of those trips any more showered and dressed.
legitimacy, teenage pregnancy, unemployment and complete
This one was plastic and brightly
throwing
them back in the pond.
for
the
price
of
a
package
of chewdependency upon government assistance. Systematic dependency
But, no! That little steel-trap colored.
• • •
ing gum or an "all-day sucker."
has thoroughly corrupted the character of this underclass.
mind was still flashing:
Cedric also gathered up a tin of
It
doesn't
take
long to get all-of
Now, it's a Barbie Doll, an "Fishing!" "Fishing!"
Welfare encourages dependency by providing more money for a
assorted hooks, some more line
that you want. If you're pulling
assortment of beads for stringing,
single mother than to one who is married, and paying a parent more
"Poppy," she pleaded, "if we and some heavier sinkers.
them in like she was, though. I
a necklace, bracelets or some don't go fishing today, I won't get
than a person who has no children. This phenomenon has taken its
"Got any worms?" he asked.
guess you could fish all day. I
such
play-thing
as that that we to go at all 'cause were going
highest toll on the black community, where illegitimacy rates have
"No," I replied. "I've got to dig
believe she could have.
have to get before she'll consent to home tomorrow."
soared from 25 percent in 1965 to nearly 60 percent today. Although
some when I get home."
Thank goodness, we soon had to
head for home. Such little outings
America's underclass is disproportionately black, the culture of
Believe me, that'll sell you,
"No need to do that," he went
head
for the house and supper, but
can
$20
rip
bill
a
to
shreds.
poverty affects all races.
grand-daddies! No defense has yet on. "Besides it's too hot. They're
not be-fore all our worms were
This time, though, she had no been devised to defend against a too
Today's welfare state has destroyed the work ethic essentially by
deep. You'd never find 'em. gone — an inch or so at a time —
desire to race off to Wal-Mart. I sad little face, teary eyes and
paying individuals to stay poor, which discourages self-motivation.
I've got worms right here." Openand she had caught at least two
was delighted by the turn of childish whimper like that.
Welfare benefits are so generous that a recipient can earn more
ing a small refrigerator, he took
dozen fish, none much larger than
events, but totally unprepared for
money on welfare than he or she can by working. Even major
"Okay, Miss Sarah, we'll just go out a little container. In it was four
her six-year-old palm.
the
alternative
—
her
new
interest.
workfare programs, such as California GAIN (Greater Avenues for
fishing," I said. Although by then of the biggest, fattest fishing
But, she'd had a ball: She had
• • •
INdependence ), overlooked this crucial flaw. GAIN stipulates that a
it was almost 3 o'clock in the
worms I've ever seen.
gotten
to go fishing. and she was
"Poppy," she asked sweetly afternoon.
recipient does not have to take a job if the job offered is "at a wage
"Keep this cool, now," he said.
happy. When she's happy, old
soon after her arrival last Tueslevel that results in a net loss of income." With benefits as generous
I had a tackle box, but that was "Otherwise the worms will die".
Poppy's happy.
day, "can we go fishing?"
as they are, after paying child care, health care and transportaion
about all. By the time I had oiled
That meant my hand-held drink
"When I come back, can we go
"Fishing!"
I
exclaimed.
costs, a single mother would have to earn $5.76 per hour — over two
its hinges and pried it open, all I chest and some ice had to be addfishing again, Poppy?" she asked
"Honey, Poppy's a golfer. He found was an empty Hawaiian ed to the
dollars above the minimum wage — to exceed the "net level.
equipment list — but that
as she hugged my neck in leaving
doesn't know the first thing about Wiggler box, some old country
The numerous welfare programs — AFDC,food stamps, subsidized
was better than digging worms.
Sunday afternoon.
fishing." I've only been once in matches, a stub of a candle and
rent, medical care, supplemental income, general relief, and so forth
Within minutes, Cedric had me
"You had better believe it.
about 40 years and that was with the long-lost hunting knife I bought fixed up,
— distance welfare recipients from self-sufficiency while failing to
and, I'll wager, few
honey,"
I said. "You had better
Archie
Simmons
a couple years as a kid with some paper route fishing trips ever started
assist those who do work.
out as
believe it. Old Poppy had forgotago.
Didn't catch anything, money.
Moreover, the array of welfare programs has created a vast
cheaply. The total bill came to a
ten fishing could be so much fun."
either.
bureaucracy whose interest does not necessarily lie in solving poverMy dad had some choice com- few cents over $5.
And. it's a lot cheaper than a
"She's
gotten
interested
in
ty problems. For the many social workers who draw their salaries
ments when he found out about
• • •
Barbie
doll, too!
fishing," her mother explained that purchase, but he reluctantly
from helping the poor, increasing the volumne of business increases
It took only a few minutes to get
from
an
adjoining
room. "She let me keep the knife. Must have.
their power. Because of their self-aggrandizement, as Heritage
, the ice chest and the worms iced.
"really loves it, and all theivay been almost 60 years ago.
Foundation policy analyst Stuart M. Butler argues, "the shape of
and we were off to Leroy's. He was
down here from Louisville she
welfare policy increasingly has come to reflect the interests of supI had no pole, no line, no hooks, waiting for us and led us to the
kept saying Poppy would take her sinkers, corks or anything. So, off
pliers of welfare services, not the consumers."
pond by way of the garden, his
fishing."
to Cedric Benson's Sporting Goods twin calves, a heavily loaded apLarge amounts of money allocated to help the poor never reaches
All the time I'm racking my department at Uncle Jeff's I
its destination. A study conducted in New York City in 1983 found that
Ten years ago
ple tree, a blue bird's nest with
brain: Did I somewhere down the headed.
.-74 cents of each dollar spent went to the welfare bureaucracy, leaving
Shea Sykes was named Outstanbaby birds in it in a fence post, his
line promise to take her fishing? I
• • •
only 26 cents for the welfare recipients themselves.
ding Young Kentuckian by
ponies and his -momma cows."
couldn't imagine doing that.
The economic and social failures of the welfare system remain
En route, I met, recognized and
Luckily, we had the little fishing Murray-Calloway Jaycees.
But, what can a grand-daddy do flagged down Kate and Leroy
partly masked by the moral imperative: We must demonstrate comFour sisters, all born in
kit and the worms, because in my
in a case like that? These little Eldridge. I knew Leroy had a
passion for our fellow man. But is today's welfare system truly comhast, I had left the extra hooks. Calloway County. have spent more
ones have steel-trapped minds. wellstocked pond on his place and
passionate? Benjamin Franklin expressed well the sentiments of the
line and sinkers on the trunk of the than a century teaching school.
They don't forget anything. Once several times had invited me to
American Founding when he argued that compassion which blunts
They are Elizabeth Copeland.
family car back home.
they get an idea into their heads, it fish it, but I never had. Just never
the desire or necessity to work for a living is counterproductive. ComAt first, we didn't get a nibble. Charlene Curd. Anne Brinkley and
becomes like a broken record. could fish and play golf both.
passionate welfare grants have turned our inner cities into bat"I can't understand it," Leroy Nelle Scroggins, all daughters of
That's all you hear until you run
tlefields of crime. Compassionate welfare grants have all but
"Sure," Leroy said, "come on
said. "I've never thrown a hook in the late Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
up the white flag.
obliterated the family unit. Compassionate welfare grants have
out. I've got to mow the yard but
there
without catching Walker of Hazel.
• • •
enslaved generations of the poor into a permanent cycle of poverty.
you can fish as long as you like."
Births reported include a boy to
something." But we didn't give
I did, however, manage to Then on to Cedric's.
As Mickey Kaus poignantly noted in a surprising article in the
up. I wanted to, but Sarah Mr. and Mrs. Michael Clark. Aug.
forestall any fishing trip until late
liberal weekly The New Republic,: "Welfare doesn't work. Work
Once he learned my situation,
wouldn't hear of it. We came to 5, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Don
this past Saturday afternoon. She he lost no time in equipping me for
'incentives' don't work. Training doesn't work. Work 'requirements'
fish, whether we caught anything Overbey. Aug. 11.
was going home the next day, and fishing. First, he came up with a
don't work. 'Work experience' doesn't work and even workfare
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Atwood
or not. The set of her chin
she had been swimming at the complete, beginner's kit — a
doesn't work. Only work works."
Schrader observed their 50th wedreflected that.
Kaus and other critics have suggested that the government should
ding anniversary on Aug. 12.
discontinue welfare benefits to all but the elderly, the sick, and the
Murray Swim Team was
handicapped. All able-bodied recipients should then receive a stanhonored at a family picnic at Murding offer: if you want a job that pays the minimum wage, one is
ray City Park with about 250 preavailable. The government would provide numerous work sites, and
sent. according to Charles
those who show up and work would be paid; thoses who don't must acWalston. president.
cept responsibility for their decision. Labor could be used to fix
Twenty years ago
potholes, clean up parks, clean streets•of litter, and so on.
All schools in the Murray City
( Such a reform would not be without opposition. Overhauling the
School System will open on Aug.
welfare system would cost many social workers their jobs. What are
28.
they to do? Perhaps they could apply all their expertise in career
"The work on the new shopping
training and find themselves a job. More formidable opposition —
center on South 12th Street is propolitical and otherwise — could be expected from municipal workers
gressing. Lot of steel up and conand their unions. These people would undoubtedly fight an invasion of
crete blocks." from column.
inexpensive, unskilled labor into the work force. But putting low.
"Seen & Heard Around Murray"
skilledworkers to work would provide the additional benefit of
by James C. Williams.
challenging the hegemony of the city workders, and eventually inErnie Williams is drum major
creasing their productivity.)
for Murray High School Band. MaThe fact that it would cost more to give people jobs than to give
jorettes are Pam Lassiter, Samthem welfare would pose a short-term problem. But clearly the longmie Beaman, Mary Hopson. Debterm investment in getting people off welfare and into the labor
bie Brandon, Jan Reagan and Linmarket would compensate for short-term losses.
da Boyd.
(Another obstacle is child care; how is a single parent to afford the
Joan Riley and Larry Gilbert
day care wich will enable him or her to hold a job? Expanded tax
were married Aug. 11 at Flint
credits or government vochers — valid only for day-care — could be
Baptist Church.
provided to new workers who have recently left the welfare rolls.
Jean Hurt is general chairman
The final obstacle confronting such a plan is also the most
for Children's Fashion Show to be
disheartening: what happens to those who will not or do not get by in
presented by Kappa Department
this system? (Remember, the can nots will be provided for. ) It is
of Murray Woman's Club tonight
likely that some will suffer. Most likely, those who fail at work would
Thirty years ago
resort to an existence of homeless shelters and soup kitchens. But it is
Murray City Council passed an
unlikely that anyone would have to starve.)
ordinance for selling of school
The overwhelming moral advantage of such a plan is that millions
bonds amounting to $110.000 to be
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — These
— since the war ended.
paraded through the streets of
of people would gain a sense of pride and self-reliance. They would
used for - construction- ---of -new people do not get high on expecta- Hanoi.
Vietnam has denied that it is manual training and music
receive job training through work. They would start working their
tions. Disappointed countless
withholding information on miss- building at Murray High School
When other Americans were
way up the economic ladder instead of being sucked deeper into the
times already, they have learned
ing Americans, but the statement
repatriated after the war, Hall
whirlpool of welfare dependency.
Recent births reported at Murleap
not
to
joyfully
at
vague
seems
proto fly in the face of logic, ray Hospital include a boy to Mr
was
not
among
them.
So
his
Reform of this sort would redress the anti-family side effects of the
mises blowing in the wind.
given what the Pentagon knows and Mrs. William Ahart and a boy
mother waits. And so does Hall's
present welfare state. It would no longer be more profitable to be
But among the families of the
about the special cases
wife, a daughter now 18 and a son
to Mr. and Mrs. Leland Peeler
divorced or separated than married; it would no longer be feasible to
2,413 Americans still missing from
The Vietnamese may not know
born two months after his dad was
have a child in the hopes that society would accept financial responMr and Mrs. Carter 0. Brandon
the Indochina War, tangible hopes shot down.
what happened to all 220. especial- observed their 60th wedding ansibility. This plan is not a panacea for all of America's social ills. It
have been raised by the recent anly those killed or captured by the niversary on Aug. 11.
The phrase "cautious opdoes, however, demonstrate that we as a people will no longer
nouncements that Vietnam and
irregular forces, but it seems certimism" seems to be the operative
countennance a welfare system which destroys families and corrupts
Recent guests of W.D. Sykes and
Laos have pledged again to help reaction, not just in the heartland
tain that with a little effort. Hanoi family were Mrs. G.W. Patridge
the character of America's poor. And finally, the much-touted "safeaccount for at least some of those of America where most of the
could find out about at least some and children. Wanda and Phil. of
ty net" would be exposed for what it really is: not a cushion to prelost.
of them.
families of missing servicemen
Bessener,(Ala., and Mr. and Mrs
vent people from hitting rock bottom, but a low ceiling preventing
Mrs. Vernon Hall of Vancouver, live, but in Washington, where
Homer 1..! Carter and daughter.
people from standing on their own two feet.
Wash., sums up the feeling:
succeeding U.S. administrations
Patsy, Pacific Grove, Calif.
"We've heard these promises have wooed, begged and berated
Forty.rears ago
before; we will wait and see if the the Vietnamese to give a truthful
Registration started today at 2
Mirrray Ledger & Times
Vietnamese follow through. Yet I accounting.
p.m. on Murray State College
think there is some cautious
On Aug. 1, a delegation led by
campus
for 4-H delegates to anWALTER L APPERSON. Publisher
optimism."
retired Gen. John W. Vessey Jr.
nual Purchase-Tradewater 4-H
TED DELANEY, Circulation & Production Manager
Mrs. Hall has been waiting since
met with Vietnamese leaders to
Camp today through Aug. 22.
DAVE REEVES, Advertising Manager
Jan. 27. 1973, to find out what hap- spur them to begin accounting for
About 350 are expected to attend,
BARB PAYTES, Classified Manager
pened to her son Harley, a Navy the missing
according to County Agent S.V.
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
flier shot down that day near the
Vessey reported back to PresiThe Murray Ledger & Times USPS 30a7001
Foy.
demilitarized zone between North dent Reagan and to reporters at
Ralph Crouch, son of Mr. and
Murray
The
Ledger & Times is published every afternoon except Sundays.
and South Vietnam.
the White House that Vietnam had
Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch of Lynn
July 4. Ctui•tmas Day, New Years Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray
Hall's wingman saw him agreed to pursue 220 cases, inNe
is Inc. 1001 Willtriell
, Murray Ky 42071 Second Class Postage
Grove, has accepted a position on
Paid at
urray. Ky 42071
parachute to the ground safely in a cluding 70 in which the United
faculty at New Mexico A & M
region known to be under the con- States says it has compelling
SUBCRIPTION RATES In areas served by carriers $400 per month
College
trol of regular North Vietnamese evidence that Vietnam knows
payable In advance By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Hardin.
Donna Jean Hubbs and Gene
Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington. Ky and Parts Buchanan and Puryear,
units, not guerrilla bands likely to what happened.
Page Fairchild were married
Tn.. $48 00 per yeti' By mall to other destinations $52 50 per year
kill prisoners.
This promise is what is stirring
To roach all departments of the newmpaper phone 753 1916
Aug. 10 at Lone Oak Baptist
There were unconfirmed hopes, because if the Vietnainese
The Murray Ledger & Times Is•member of the Associated Press, Kentucky
Church.
Press Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers Association
reports from refugees coming out follow through it would be their
"The Strange Woman" starring
The Associated Press is exclusively entlUed to news originated by The Mar
of Vietnam later that Hall was first major help on the issue —
ray Ledger & Times
Hedy Lamarr is showing at Var),i•
among a group of Americans beyond excavation of crash sites
ty Theatre.

Looking Back

Washing-ton Wire

By Henry Gottlieb
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Babies, dismissals listed
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital has released the
dismissals for Friday, Aug. 14. No
newborn admissions were listed.
Dismissals
Mrs. Sandra E Anderson and
baby girl. Rt. 1, Box 642, Dexter;
Robert E. McPherson, Rt. 1,
Mayfield;
Mrs. Glenda F. Jetton and baby
girl, 55 Riviera Cts., Murray ; Mrs
Pam J. Manning, E-14 Coach
Estates, Murray;
Miss Darcy L. Bess, Rt. 8, Box
580, Murray; Mrs. Ruby I.
Baumann. 1668 Calloway.
Murray;
Parker C. Smith, Rt. 7, Box 200,
Mayfield; James C. Loynes, Rt. 1.
Box 486M, Springville, Tenn.:
Miss Doris 0. Johnson, E-7 Fox
Meadows, Murray; Mrs. Nadine
McCallon, 1700 Dodson, Murray;
Mrs. Annie L. Bailey, 1304 Farris, Murray; Thomas Lee, Rt. 8,
Box 80, Murray;
Mrs. Imogene M. Neale, 1104
Sycamore St., Murray; Mrs.
Frozena Owen, do R. Stewart, Rt.
6, Box 115, Murray;
Mrs. Rubye M. Bondurant, Rt.
4, Box 354, Fulton: Hugh D.
Raspberlry, Rt. 2, Hazel;
William C. Winn, Rt. 5, Box 430,
Murray; Mrs. Mosella Garner
expired 316 Irvan, Murray.
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday.
Aug. 15, have been released as
tollows:
Newborq admission
Chadwick *Ay boy, parents.
Ken and Wendell, Rt. 4, Box 117,
Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Kimberley D. Garner and
baby boy. Rt. 2, Box 321, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. Ruth Hooper, Rt. 1,
Hardin:
Mrs. Carolyn S. Smothers, Rt. 1,
Box 78, Farmington; Mrs. Wilma
D. Evans, Rt. 3, Box 2564,
Murray;
Leonard H. McPhail. Rt. 2, Box
175A. Hazel; Raymond C. Elam,
305 South 13th St., Murray;
Mrs. Martha Anne Cook, Rt. 4,
Box 16, Murray; Mrs. Sondara
Lou Cossey, Box 33, Cadiz;

It's A Snap!
•Portraits
•Weddings
•Copy Restoration of Old Photos
(Color or Black & While)
•Children
•Petis
•Custom Framing Available

Olympic Plaza(
Murray
(5021 753 9540

Mrs. Janice C. Outland. Rt 2.
Box 288B, Murray; Mrs. Janice F.
Krizan, Rt. 5, Box 1231. Murray:
Edward Ken Adams. Rt. 2, Box
306. Murray; Mrs. Flora L. Goins.
Box 211, New Concord:
Mrs. Lucie M. Yates: Rt. 1, Box
158, Murray; Virgil I- Ford. Rt. 1.
Box 30, Dexter;
Mrs. Elizabeth C. Puckett. Box
36. Dexter; Boyce Edward
Cravens, Box 28, Hazel.
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, Aug.
16, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Leonard baby boy. parents.
Michelle and Terry, Rt. 1, Box
124A, Big Sandy, Tenn.:
Cross baby boy, parents. Lisa
and Shannon, Rt. 9, Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Loretta H. Harlow, Rt. S.
Box 80, Murray: Mrs. Kimberly
Ann McCallon and baby boy. Rt. 7.
Box 503, Murray:
Mrs. Debra L. Dillman and baby
boy, 812 Bagwell. Murray; Mrs.
Shirley E. Allen, Rt. 6, Box 210A,
Murray;
Mrs. Leanna C. Jones and baby
girl. Rt. 2. Box 60A. Murray;
Timothy W. Canup, Rt. 1, Hardin;
Mrs. Vickie W. Chambers. Rt. 1,
Box 148, Cottage Grove, Tenn.:
Paul Maggard, 807 North 20th St..
Murray:
Mrs. Barbara Jean Griffin, Rt.
6, Box 100, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Nance E. Eldridge, Rt. 1. Box 296,
Almo;
Mrs. Hilda P. Knott, Rt. 4, Box
136, Murray; Mrs. Cldine W.
Evans, 911 North 16th St., Murray.

Mr. and Mrs. Gregg Garland of Nashville, Tenn., are the parents of a
daughter. Katie Elizabeth, born on Thursday, Aug. 6. Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Garland of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Wayne Ladd of Mayfield. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Kathleen Vinson
of Mayfield, Mrs. Beulah Ladd of Princeton and Mr. and Mrs. Ruel
Garland of Murray.

311 North 4th St.
Murray
Main Street Hazel
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Iat-cees planning book drive

Tennis play on Thursday
Thursday Group of Ladies' Tennis of Murray Country Club will play
Thursday. Aug. 20, at 9 a.m. at the club courts. The line-up is as follows:
Court One - Sharon Brown, Nancy Whitmer, Brenda Marquardt and
Sharon Wells: Court Two - Lois Keller. Andrea Hogancamp, Peggy
Billington and Rainey Apperson: Court Three - Shirley Homra,
Frances Hulse. Kathy Kopperud and Marilyn Adkins.

Hooper Cemetery day Saturday
Hooper Cemetery. located off Highways 94 and 732 on east side of
Calloway County. will have its annual cleaning day on Saturday. Aug.
22. A basket lunch will be served at noon. All persons interested in the
upkeep of the cemetery are urged to attend with gardening tools to help
in the cleaning, a spokesman said.

Preschool plans orientatiot1
Murray Preschool Corporation will hold its annual parent orientation
on
Friday, Aug. 21, at 7 p.m. at the classroom at First Presbyteri
an
Church, 1601 Main St., Murray. All parents are encouraged to attend
this
meeting as it is an opportunity to learn how the preschool functions
and
your roll in its activities. Openings for four-year-olds in the
afternoon
class which meets from 12:45 to 3 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday are still available. Anyone wishing to enroll their child for
this
school year should contact Denise Steel, membership chairman,
at
759-1233. Board members pictured are, from left. seated, Glynis
McCallum, Sara Hussung (teacher), Kathy Hopkins, standing,
Denise
Steel, Mary Weeks, Tina Sexton. Tammie Hoover. Kathy Kopperud
and
Mary Weeks.

Hawaiian Open Mixed Scramble Tournament and Luau will be Saturday. Aug. 22. at Murray Country Club. Rick Garland will be chairman
of
the golf scramble. In charge of the luau dinner at 6:30 p.m. will be Rick
and Vicki Jones, Jim and Donna Tate, Rick and Nancy Orr, Hunt and
.Jenny Sue Smock and Harold and Kathey Hurt.

(
Matt)
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Pilgrimage to be on Sunday

Basketmaking at Empire Farm

JAMIZS NOD Oar"

THEIJV1NG
DAY1JGHTS

ILiaL

FULL METAL
JACKET
753-3314 1008 CHESTNUT

Gay Kabbash will have baskets out of honeysuckle from 9 a.m. to 5
p m daily from Wednesday. Aug. 19, through Friday. Aug. 21, at Empire Farm, Land Betv..een the Lakes. Daily fees for visiting the farm are
Si for adults and 75 cents for youth (6-171 and senior citizens (62 and
overi. Children under 6 admitted free. The fee includes admission to the
basketmaking demonstration. The LBL Association will host a reception
for Kabbash at LBL's Youth Station on Friday. Aug. 21, from 7 to 9 p.m.
Kabbash will have baskets he has made using honeysuckle, bone,
gourds and other natural materials. Refreshments will be provided.
•

CAN'T BUY ME

By Abigail Van Buren
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DEAR CATHLEEN: You bet I
understand. A friend with
whom you can enjoy a hearty
laugh is a treasure. Cherish that
person and unleash your laughter to the max. And if others
misread your natural exhilara-
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Ifs your social life in a slump?
Lonely? Get Abby's booklet, "How to
Be Popular" - for people of all ages.
Send a check or money order for $2.50
and a long, stamped (39 cents), selfaddressed envelope to: Dear Abby,
Popularity, P.O. Bo: 447, Mount Morris. Ill. 61054.)
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Cole Slaw & Roll

MASTERS OF
THE UNIVERSE
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DEAR ABBY: Last week my tion, it's their problem.
closest friend and I decided to take
a day off just to have fun. We are
both married women in our :30s and
hold responsible jobs. We are not
DEAR ABBY. I see by your
crazy, and we're not on drugs or column that bowed legs can be
alcohol - we just love to laugh.
corrected by surgery. They've cerWe drove to Solvang, a small tainly come a long way in modern
Danish community, for a day of medicine, haven't they?
sightseeing and relaxation. While
I also heard that it's possible for
browsing through one of the many very tall people to reduce their
shops, we came upon a lamp. I can't height by having four inches of
describe it, but it was the ugliest bone surgically removed from their
thing either of us had ever seen. We legs. But then their arms would
started to giggle, then laugh, then hang down to their knees. Wouldn't
roar at the thought of anyone that look worse than being four
spending $850 for that monstrosity! inches too tall'?
We hastily left the shop lest we
G.B. IN L.A.
offend the owner, and collapsed on
DEAR G.B.: No ethical orthoa bench outside. We were both in
one of those moods when every- pedic surgeon would undertake
thing was hilarious, and we spent to surgically remove bone from
the leg for cosmetic reasons
the entire day in stitches.
Passers-by made comments, indi- only. Somebody must have been
cating that they thought we were pulling yours.
either drunk or high on drugs. A
U..
waitress in one restaurant said she
couldn't serve us "anything more"
DEAR ABBY: I liked your answer
to drink! Of course, this made us
to "Hurting in Brooklyn," who had
laugh all the harder.
Abby, when did it become a crime given her mother a jewelry box and
to laugh heartily? We were not was angry with her for giving it to
obnoxious - just a little noisy one of her grandchildren. You said,
perhaps. We left every store when "Once a gift is given, it is the
we felt the urge to break up, and by property of the recipient to do with
pleases." I agree with.you
the time we got outside tears were as he..
running down our faces. But, so 100 percent.
_
I would like to add that once a gift
what? Laughter is good for the soul.
This is probably too long for your is given it should never be mencolumn, but it's important to re- tioned by the giver again, as in,
mind people that it's OK to laugh. "How come I never see you wearing
So if you see someone laughing the sweater I gave you? Was it the
loudly (even hysterically), don't wrong size?"
The answer may be, "No. I just
condemn him - join him.
didn't like it, so I sold it at the flea
Somehow I think you will understand, Abby. And yes, you may use market."
MICHAEL TYLER SARLOW,
my name.
FORT WORTH,TEXAS
CATHLEEN KALBREIER,
WESTMINSTER, CALIF.
*
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Cheerleaders plan clinic

Breast-feeding class scheduled
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Hawaiian event at AlurralL'club

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday. Aug.
17, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Murray High School Cheerleaders will sponsor a Cheerleading Clinic
Woodman baby boy. parents.
Donna and Mark, Rt. 2, Box 414. for Grades Three and up on Saturday. Aug. 22, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
Murray Middle School. To register call any MRS cheerleader or
McKenzie, Tenn.;
Suiter baby boy, parents. Nancy 753-4126. The fee will be $10 per person and each is asked to bring a sack
and Kenneth. Rt. 2, Box 160B, lunch with beverages provided by the cheerleaders. Registration will be
from 830 to 9 a.m. Saturday. In event of rain the clinic will be at Murray
Murray.
High School gymnasium.
Dismissals
Mrs. Ken Chadwick and baby
boy. Rt. 4, Box 117, Murray; Mrs.
Martha Nichols, 712 River Rd..
A Breastfeeding Class will be held Monday. Aug. 24, at 5:30 p.m, in
Murray;
Garry Butler, Rt. 1, Box 86, Dex- third floor education unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
ter; Billy Gream, Rt. 1, Spr- reservations or information call Nancy Orr R.N.. at 753-5131, ext. 144 or
753.6821.
ingville, Tenn.;
Daniel Walker, Rt. 2, Box 24,
Murray; Madison Stubblefield,
Rt. 5, Murray;
Pilgrimage with Mass to the Shrine of the Immaculate Conception in
) Davy Hopkins, 223 South 12th
Perryville, Mo., sponsored by the Curia of the Legion of Mary, will leave
St., Murray; Mrs. Cleodis Simthe yard of St. Leo's Catholic Church at 8 a.m. on Sunday. Aug. 23. For
mons, Rt. 3, Box 233, Murray;
information call 7537447.
Mrs. Lou Marie Nanny. 1105
Fairlane, Murray: Mrs. Flossie
Smith, Rt. 3, Benton:
Youth Club of First United Methodist Church will have its first
Mrs. Maggie Paschall. 04
meeting on Wednesday. Aug. 19, from 5 to 7:15 p.m. This includes Bible
Southside Manor, Murray; Mrs.
Shirley Hurt, 1004 Olive St., -study= service -iworship/choir recreation or crafts and the dinner
"hour.- Ellie Christopher is director, Marlyn Flickinger, assistant
Murray;
director, Mary Ellen DeBoer, food coordinator, Kim Black, music direcJames Lee Darnell i expired1
tor. and Nowell Bingham, Bill Fisher and Carol Maxey, Bible teachers.
Rt. 3, Box 133A, Murray.
Registration fees are $30,/semest per child ($15 for the third child, additional children free. Scholarships are available for those who need
them. For information call the church office, 753-3812.
"'BARGAIN MATINEES
Cheri-Daily
Prime Time Plus of Memorial Baptist Church will have its fellowship
Cine-Sat. & Sun.
banquet on Saturday, Aug. 22, from 6 to 8 p.. in Community Room of
North Branch of Peoples Bank, North 12th and Chestnut Streets. Dr.
acobm.e., 753-0881
Harry Sparks will be the guest speaker and the Calvary Quartet will be
CENTRAL
guest musicians. Tickets are $3.50 per person and should be made by
CENTER
ednesday. Aug. 19. For information call the church office, 753-3182.

Mm•
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Pfc. William B. Wirth, son of Eugene B. and Alberta I. Wirth of Rt. 1,
Hardin, has been decorated with the Army Achievement Medal at Fort
Eustis. Va. The medal is awarded to soldiers for meritorious service,
acts of courage or other accomplishments. Wirth is a watercraft
engineer with the 1098th Transportaton Company. He is a 1983 graduate
of Griffith High School, Griffith, Ind. His wife, Sharon, is the daughter of
Corniellus J. and Shirley M. Kapitan of 1306 Arbogast. Griffith, Ind.

Prime Time Plus plans banquet

Should I Ever Dip
Into My Capital?
In her book,"Life is for Living," Theresa Morse maintains that a widow's capital is
not always an untouchable
commodity. nor need it be
sacred. It is intended to be used sensibly for the sake of
security but also to help make
a better, happier life for
yourself.
Ms. Morse points out that, if
for all the years before you
were widowed, you and your
husband made your finances
without your children's advice, there's little reason to
begin now.
Feel free to do what Is important to YOU, without endangering the bulk of your
capital. A trip or a special gift
to yourself or others may seem
extravagant to your children,
but extremely meaningful to
YOU.
Project the use of your
capital wisely, reserving funds
for emergencies, but, as Ms.
Morse indicates, your welfare
and happiness comes first and
"your life is for living."
Advice regarding major
finances can be sought from a
banker or accountant, both
professionals on whose skills
you may rely.
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Wirth receives Army' medal

Murray-Calloway County Jaycees are starting a book drive to collect
paperback books for the purpose of building a library for the inmates of
Eddyville State Penitentiary. This effort is in conjunction with the
Roadrunner Jaycees, an institutional chapter of the penitentiary. They
currently have no library and desire to have reading material available
in conjunction with an Adult Literacy Program endorsed by Kentucky
Jaycees. Anyone wishing to donate books can call Mark Winchester at
759-9751 or 753-1331. Paperback books are preferred. Winchester said.
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Coming community events announced
Tuesday, Aug. 18
Quilt Lovers will meet at 6 p.m.
at Calloway Public Library.
————
Retirees of Local 1068 UAWAFL-CIO and other locals and
their spouses will have a covered
dish luncheon at 5:30 p.m. in
fellowship hall of First Christian
Church.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
————
Murray Optimist club is
scheduled to meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Homeplace Family Restaurant.
————
Murray Moose Lodge will have
enrollment at 8 p.m. with officers
to meet at 7 p.m.
————
Family Nite Swimming will be
from 8 to 10 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Park. For information call 753-7640.
————
National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
————
Golden Circle Sunday School
Class of Elm Grove Baptist
Church will meet at 7 p.m. at
home of Donna Scott.
————
Revelation Seminar will be at 7
p.m. at Holiday Inn. For information call 753-3589 or 753-0835.
————
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
Last meeting of Western Kentucky Youth Series will be at 7:30
p.m. at Broadway Church of
Christ, Paducah.
————
Wednesday, Aug. 19
Boaidence halls wit/ open at
noon on Murray State University
campus.
————
Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 area. and Story Hour
at 10:30 a.m.
————
Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m. in third floor education unit
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Fresh Start Smoking Cessation
Class will be at 7 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
————
At Murray State University,
Waterfield Library will be open
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.;
Pogue/Special Collections and
Legal Resources Libaries from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
————
Murray Head Start program
will have registration from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. on first floor, Special

Wednesday, Aug. 19
Education Building, Murray State
University
————
Ladies of Murray Country Club
will play golf at 9 a.m.
————
Ladies' day events at Oaks
Country Club will include golf at 9
a.m., bridge at 9:30 a.m. and luncheon at 12 noon.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; LBL Wildlife at 2
p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center;
Skywalk at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. and
Magic of the Night at 12 noon and 4
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
————
Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group at 10
a.m., Youth Club at 5 p.m. and
Council on Ministries at 7:15 p.m.
————
Youth Club Table Parents
( Leaders) of First Christian
Church will meet at 7 p.m.
————
Baptist Men, Baptist Women,
GAs and Mission Friends of Elm
Grove Baptist Church will meet at
7 p.m. BM will serve watermelon
after meetings.
————
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 10 a.m.,
Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.,
Youth Fellowship at 6:30 p.m., anc
business meeting at 6:45 p.m.
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
————
Tickets for Fellowship banquet
on Saturday at North Branch of
Peoples Bank by Prime Time Plus
of Memorial Baptist Chitich
should be made by today at church
office, 753-3182.
————
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include prayer
meeting and Youth Bible Study at
7 p.m. and sanctuary choir at 8
p.m.
————
Thursday, Aug. 20
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Men's Stag Night will be at Oaks
Country Club with Prentice
Darnell, Tommy Hamlin, Ted
Darnell and Dennis Pittenger in
charge.
————
Men's Stag Night will be at Murray Country Club with Jerry MCCallon, Tommy Latimer, Billy
Dan Crouse and Richard Knight in
charge.
————
Murray High School Athletic

Thursday, Aug. 20
Boosters will sponsor a chicken
dinner at 6.30 p.m at Ty Holland
Stadium Tickets are available
from cheerleaders, parents of
players and at MRS. For informa4tion call 753-3922 after 4 p.m.
————
Murray Women of the Moose
will meet at 8 p.m. at lodge hall.
Family Nite Swimming will be
from 8 to 10 p.m. at Murray.
Calloway County Park. For information call 753-7640.
————
At Murray State University,
Waterfield Library will be open
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m;
Pogue/Special Collections and
Legal Resources Libraries from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
————
Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor education unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
————
Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Education Building,
First United Methodist Church.
For information call Brenda at
753-2513 or Glen t 435-4143.
————
Revelation Seminar will be at
7:30 p.m. at Holiday Inn. For information call 753-3589 or 753-0835.
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center at Benton. For information call 743-0061, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
————
Registration and payment of
fees for 1987 fall semester at Murray State University will be from 8
a.m. to 6 p.m. in Corns Center
ballroom.
————
Senior citizens activities-Sill be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include basketmaking
demonstration from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. at Empire Farm; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at The Homeplace-1850; LBL
Wildlife at 2 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; Skywalk at 10 a.m.
and 2 p.m. and Magic of the Night
at 12 noon and 4 p.m. at Golden
Pond Visitor Center.
————

.Rock star Madonna
celebrates 29th
birthday Sunday
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the basic skills needed to take care
of themselves.
However, Hansen was quick to
point out that not every eight-yearold is ready to be left alone.
Parents should evaluate the
abilities of their children before
making a decision.
Hansen said that before he is left
to take care of himself, a child
should be able to:
., Understand and remember
verbal or written instructions.
., Read and write well enough to
take telephone messages.
•Operate locks in doors.
., Use a telephone to contact an
adult for help.
• Understand what community
resources such as the police ) are
available to him and when they
should be contacted.
Parents should sit down with the
child and discuss what to do in
special situations, such as if a
stranger comes to the door or if
the electricity goes off A
designated helper, either a parent
or a neighbor. should always be
available to the child if help is
needed. The child should also be
able to handle minor first aid, such
as band-aids for cuts, without
adult assistance.
If the child is expected to use appliances such as the stove or
vacuum cleaner, he should know
how to operate them safely.
But the most important thing to
consider, Hansen said, is whether
the child feels safe when home
alone. If he is uncomfortable
about either the amount of his
responsibility in the house or his
safety in the neighborhood, it
would be wise to look into a different form of after-school care.

k \Rainey's
Day
By Rainey Apperson
How to beat the
Freshman washing blues
Bold patterns; comfortable
fabrics; exciting color combinations — as everywhere this season,
loose knits and adventurous activewear is the fashion trend on
American's college campuses this
fall.
Yet with dry cleaning costs
sometimes outside the average
student's budget, these popular
campus fashions often finish the
semester looking faded, worn and
shapeless.
For college students living away
from home, hand washing can
help keep clothes looking their
best all year round. Before your
collegiate returns to his or her
dorm this fall, pass on these easy
washing tips:
Wash whites separately from
colored garments to prevent
yellowing and dulling.
• Before washing knits and
delicate washables for the first
time, color test them to make sure
colors won't run in water. Dip a
small section of the garment in
water and cleanser formulated
especially for delicate garmens
like Woolite Fine Fabric Wash.
Let the item dry slightly and see
that the colors are still set.
• Always mix fabric wash with
water before adding garments.
luid avoid using fabric softeners
on your sweaters, knits and other
fine washables. They may yellow
whites and light colors.

• When using a washing
machine, always use the delicate
cycle — even if the manufacturer's recommendations don't include specifications. And never
rub clothing during washing; the
fabric wash is specially formulated to clean in only a few
minutes without agitation.
., After washing bulky
sweaters, roll them in a towel to
remove excess water and lay flat
to dry. To speed the drying process, cover a window screen with
a towel and place the sweater on
top. Rest the screen over a tub or
between two chairs. The air will
circulate over and under the
sweater.
• • •
Deciding when kids can
take care of themselves
As kids go back to school this
fall, many working parents are
looking into alternatives for after
school care. With the high costs of
daycare and babysitting, some
families are considering allowing
their children to look after
themselves when they come home
from school.
The biggest factor to look at
when deciding between supervised
care and self-care is whether the
child is able to look after himself
II
I
I
properly.
The summer has really flown by
"Eight years old is the absolute and it is hard to realize schools are
minimum age for a child to be left starting again. Hope all the
on his own," said University of jtudents in Murray, Calloway
Kentucky Extension sociologist County and Murray State have a
Gary Hansen. Eight is the earliest great year. And to those going off
age at which most children have to other schools, we wish the best.

Your Individual Horoscope
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Though full of optimism and confidence today, you still need to be wary
of dubious happenings on the job.
Evening favors creative work and the
completion of a home project.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
A partner is your best confidant.
There are some people out there
today whom you cannot trust. Family
talks are favored. Make important
domestic decisions now.

GEMINI
(May 21 toJune 20)
tt/
You know your osvrri mind now and
will impress others accordingly. Just
be careful in financial transactions.
Make the most of important thoughts.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
)
41E
Behind-the-scenes career developments are in your favor. Thinking is
good along financial lines. A hobby
becomes an obsession. Clarify a
partnership concern.

LONDON (AP) — American
rock star Madonna celebrated her
29th birthday in a London
nightspot with other celebrities,
and got greetings from royalty.
Dressed in black and with a
black hat, the singer was driven
from her hotel to the Groucho Club
in Soho, pursued by fans and news
media Sunday. Aug. 16, three days
after arriving here for a concert LEO
tour.
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Luck comes through friends. A
About 500 fans jammed in the
narrow street outside the club, work situation is muddled. You keep
your motivations to yourself, but
which had out a red carpet, red
tonight
finds you talkative and at
and white carnations and pink
your best.
gladiolas.
VIRGO
Among those waiting with birth(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
day congratulations was Lady
Not everything is clear regarding
Helen Windsor, daughter of the
romance. Career benefits accrue
Duke of Kent, a first cousin of now. Socialize early as later you'll
Queen Elizabeth II.
want time for correspondence, readAlso on the guest list — as long ing, study, or research.
as your arm" said the doorman
LIBRA
who checked everyone — were ac- (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Partners make plans for travel. It
tor John Hurt, singer Boy George
and famine fund-raiser Bob Geldof .'takes time today before a career
matter is settled to your satisfaction.
and his wife, Paula Yates.

syla

Ladies Fall & Winter Shoes
Have Arrived!

Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY. AUGUST 19. 19s7

You'd make a good spokesperson for tion wins out. Partners are in agreea cause now. Speak out.
ment about mutual concerns. Some
SCORPIO
may become engaged
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
CIE PISCES
*Mk
What seems like a moral dilemma (Feb. 19 to Mar 20)
mow
is not so. Just stand by your convicShoppers find what they're looking
tions. You'll impress those on top for A friend may be somewhat
with your ideas now. Make.important evasive. Entertainment gives you
career decisions.
food for thought. Work matters come
SAGITTARIUS
under scrutiny tonight.
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
Partners make plans for a special
outing. Don't commit yourself now to
a financial transaction without doing
further research. Accent higherFor all your
minded pursuits tonight.
printing needs
CAPRICORN
see us today. . .
(Dec.22 to Jan. IV)
*Business Ca
•
You'll continue with yesterday's
•Lette'neacis
progress regarding career concerns.
•
Be more candid with a partner. An
evening get-together will lead to
Quick Print
significant new friendships.
of Murray
AQUARIUS
Southside Shopping Center
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
759-4796
It will take a second wind to
complete a work project. Determina-

A
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Murray Cablevislon
Bel-Air Shopping Center

Phone 753-5005
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For Only $ 7095

New Shipment

Men's ACME Leather Work Boots
$3695

Celebrates first birthday
Jake Graves celebrated his first birthday on July 16. He is the son of Joe
and Anne Graves of Johnson City, Tenn. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Corum of Troy. Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Graves of NIurra .
He is the great-grandson of Mrs. Escle Rials of Bardwell, Mrs. Fern
Corum of Troy, Tenn., and Mrs. Mary Hoffman of Samburg, Tenn.

Italian
Spaghetti Special
$ 1 49
ONLY
With Garlic Bread
Inside Dining Only

Free Refills On Drinks

99 SPECIAL FOR KIDS

You

Ladies Denim Boots
$2595

Ladies Eastland Leather Bluchers
$23"
Good Selection Of

12th location
Corner of 12th & Olive
Murray
We have the latest in
Junior & Misses Apparel
'Ruff Hewn

•Outback Red

•Melrose

'Campus Casual

•Forenza

'That's Me

•Young Edwardian

'Bonnie & Bill

•LaBelle

'Lord

'
BAD

•NO 1

Mn's Leather Casual Shoes

Issacs

•Used

•Zena

$20"

Salad 59 Litre

Wednosday 11 AM.1OPM
an I eat this well at horne for this price
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Mirrored walls can visually expand a room
By BARBARA !WAVER
AP Newsteatures
Most people interested in
decorating know mirrored walls
can visually expand the apparent
size of a room that is too small or
the depth of a room that is too
narrow.
But did you know mirrors also
can compensate for lack of
available natura! light and impart
a contemporary feeling to any size
room?
These are a few of the tricks
designers played with mirrors in a
competition sponsored by the Nalonal Association of Mirror
Nlanufacturers and the American
Society of Interior Designers.
Four winners in the residential
.ategory and four winners for
-,—ercial entries were an.
. :n,:ed at the annual meeting of
\:z11) in Toronto this summer.
-irthur Mullen, of Pensacola,
reLeired first prize in the
•.
category for a
ciirooni with mirrored walls that
''t c' etched glass panels
•,iiirlted in the ceiling and bed
..,,lboard The acrylic bedroom
has thousands of tiny lights
'heldedwhich creates a
-like effect. The lights are
..iranteed for life, according to
•e designer.
Mullen also took a fourth place
..vard for a trompe l'oeil installar in which vertical acrylic rods
niounted in front of mirrored
and doors in a bedroom
saiJi he discovered by acci-

dent that acrylic actually carries
light, so it was possible to light the
entire surface of the wall by mounting a fluorescent tube in the
ceiling.
This light is transported by the
rods and these are in turn
reflected by the mirrored walls.
The whole room in effect
becomes a light fixture. It was a
dinky little hall and now when you
walk in there it is like a little trip
into fantasy. It gives a sensational
feeling," he said.
Both installations are part of the
same condominium. which cost
about $2.5 million to decorate -and
took two years to complete.
The designer noted that extensive wall mirroring is both a costly
and a difficult installation. "If you
are going to try this stunt you really have to do it well. You can't cut
a single corner," he added.
You could, however, get some of
the drama of the mirrored hallway
without the difficulties by restricting the installation to a single
wall in a windowless foyer. If a
wall is already mirrored, so much
the better.
Hang plexiglass or acrylic rods
from the ceiling in front of it. Hide
the light source i a soft white
fluorescent tube will do I behind a
soffit. This trick works best in a
windowless room since daylight
will minimize the effect.
The usual task of mirrored walls
is to enlarge and enliven space.
That's the job Alan G. Lucas and
Jeffrey R. Werner of Mountain
View, Calif., did in a 400-square-

Phone
Just drop in the mailbox or come by and see us
JERRY ,4 1 KINS & .-1.S:NOW lES

121 By-Pass, Murray

surprising to learn the installation
cost the equivalent of "several
Ferraris." The designer added
that elaborate mirror work is
always quite expensive.
However, if you already had a
mirrored wall in a bathdressing
room, you could reproduce the
room's character for much less by
painting the classical decorations
directly on the mirror and by
hanging a round framed mirror on
top of a single mirrored wall.
Place a dressing table against the
wall and cover the floor in inexpensive fluffy polyester carpet in a
color such as soft pink or cream.
One way to get the benefit of the
mirror's sparkle and light reflectivity without necessarily mirroring everything that goes on in a
room is to use mirror strips. Mary
Jean Thompson of Reno, Nev., the
fourth prize winner in the commercial category, employed this
method in a doctor's waiting room
by alternating narrow bronze mirror strips with natural oak to add
life, depth and natural light reflection to the room. The same treatment could work well in a basement family room.
(The National Association of
Mirror Manufacturers, which has
sponsored the competition since
1980, offers several booklets with
decorating ideas and guidance for
safe mirror installation. Write:
National Association of Mirror
Manufacturers, 9005 Congressional Court, Potomac, MD 20854;
Call: 301-365-4080.)
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newsteatures
There are many reasons why
you might want to apply stain to
furniture before putting on the
final coat.
It may be to give some color and
character to the wood. Or, to
achieve the mellowness of aged
wood. Or, to make one kind of

MURRAY SUPPLY COMPANY
Is Your Aqua Glass Distributor

A FEATURE OF THIS HOUSE is a sun garden which contributes
light and heat. Indoors, the two-story reception hall leads to the
dining-living room. Plan HA1429K has 775 square feet on the first
floor and 813 on the second. For more information write — enclosing
a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to architect Charles Koty, 27
Barry Park Court, Searingtown, NY 11507.

wood appear to be another kind.
Or, to coordinate the piece with
others already in the room.
Whatever the reason, it's not a
bad idea to apply the stain to scrap
wood, let it stand overnight and
then put on the top coat. That's
because the final color depends in
large degree on the stain plus the
topcoat. Only in that way can you
be sure of the precise result,
although the scrap wood should be
of the same type as the furniture
itself to get a true reading. Different kinds of wood absorb stains

differently. When the proper kind
of scrap wood is not available, try
testing on a part of the furniture
that won't be seen.
If you put on stain and it seems
lighter than expected, let it stay on
the wood a bit longer before wiping. Wait just a bit longer, since
waiting too long makes it difficult
to get the desired result. Another
way to make the stain darker is to
put on another coat after the first
one has dried. The end grain of
wood usually will absorb the stain
much faster than the rest so wipe
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We Service What We Sell

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center

Hwy 641 N.

(Next to Cain's AMC Jeep)

And your American Standard Distributor
See our display, then hear our prices before you
purchase bathroom or kitchen fixtures.

Pedestal Sinks

759-1505

Follow The Leader
Let us install continuous seamless
Reynolds Aluminum gutters formed to
fit your home on our special equipment.
ASK FOR A FREE
ESTIMATE ON
OUR HIGHQUALITY
GurrERS AND
DOWN SPOUTS AS
WELL AS OTHER
REYNOLDS
BUILDING
PRODUCTS
REYNOLDS
ALUMINUM

1

Countertop Sinks

Whirlpool Tubs

Faucets

Home of Quality, Service & Low Prices Since 1955
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e SUPPLY COMPANY
08 E. Main

SECOND FLOOR

Applyifig stain to wood can give it color

am interested in a FREE ESTIVATE
Siding Fencing
Windows Solar Screens
Down Spouts & Gutters Shutters

A

foot condominium that won the second prize in the residential design
competition
The mirror heightens the unit's
greatest asset — its spectacular
view of the ocean. A mirrored wall
extends diagonally across a media
cabinet and a piano-hinged door
that for effect is mirrored on both
sides. Opposite the media cabinet,
a mirrored corner reflects the outdoors, providing a virtually
endless vista of beach and ocean.
The two designers also
employed a mirrored backsplash
in the small kitchen that creates
the illusion of more depth than is
actually there, and a mirrored
wall adjacent to the kitchen
creates the illusion of a corridor in
a one-room apartment.
yirrored surfaces and exercise
areas have a natural affinity.
Charles D. Hartman of Cleveland
created an exercise area and
dressing room in a home by covering all surfaces with clear mirrors
and then overlaying it with
French-style plaster architectural
elements.
"A totally mirrored room has a
funhouse effect. You don't know
where anything is," according to
Hartman. The moldings and appliques which he had attached to the
mirrored walls and the patterned
soft textured carpet minimize the
effect by providing reference
points to visually identify the walls
and floor.
With all that mirror and
numerous custom designs, it is not

753-3361

Residential/Commerical

it off very quickly. When stain is
darker than expected, it can be
lightened by diluting with the solvent recommended on the label of
the container.
During the test of color, don't rely on your memory. As soon as you
find the right combination, write it
down. Such a memo might read:
"Apply lightly with clean rag.
Wipe off after 12 seconds."
Remember stain will not hide
imperfections in the wood, and
usually will accentuate them.
Some stain manufacturers may
advise you whether a sealer
should be applied to the wood
before the stain. When no such advice is given, it is wise to apply a
sealer both before and after the
stain is put on. The "before" application helps make the stain
"take" evenly,. The "after" application help9-keep it that way.
There are many different kinds
of stain, including oil, waterbased, non -grain raising,
penetrating and others. All have
their advantages and disadvantages, but most of the time you can
get good results with any of them
provided you follow the manufacturer's instructions. Some final
finishes already have the stain as
one of the ingredients. Furniture
waxes of various kinds also
abound and can impart a protective finish to the wood.
There are a number of tinting
products on the market to achieve
the desired stain color. You also
can get the result you want by
mixing one color of stain with
another, although you should
always stick to the same type of
stain when making such a
mixture.
It is especially important that a
sealer be applied under and over
stain if the wood has been bleached following the removal of the old
finish. Wait a day or two after the
bleaching before lightly sanding
the wood and applying sealer and
the stain.
(The techniques of applying varnish, lacquer, shellac, bleach,
stain, remover, etc., are detailed
in Andy Lang's booklet, "Wood
Finishing in the Home," which
can be obtained by sending 50
cents and a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to Know-How,
P.O. Box 477, Huntington, NY
11743.)

For all your
Travel Reservations
Call

'Vinyl and Aluminum Siding *Shutters
•Replacement Windows
'Columns
'Storm Windows and Doors
*Canopies and Awnings

Marjorie and
Bill Major
753-0880

Randy Thornton Co., Inc.

representing
American and
International
Traveltime

M02 Chestnut St., Murray
Rosiness: (502) 753-8181
Home: (502) 753-0894
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Pan Am drug
violations

herray Ledger & Times

'The Bull' is back

Wildcat media day

Claiborne anxious for season to start

Athletes' medals
taken after tests
INDIANAPOLIS ( AP ) — Bill
Green, a U.S. silver medalist in
the hammer throw, and five other
athletes have been banned from
the Pan American Games after
failing drug tests.
Green tested positive for high
levels of testosterone, an anabolic
steroid, officials of the Pan
American Sports Organization
said Monday.
Green said he would challenge
the result. In the meantime, he
and two others will lose their
medals.
The drug issue overshadowed
the lightest day of competition so
far at the 16-day games, which
wind up Sunday.
Cuban boxers swept three matches from Americans, including a
first-round knockout of world
champion Darin Allen by Angel
Espinosa.
In softball, both the men's and
women's teams won. Michele
Granger pitcher her second onehitter.
The only medals awarded Monday were in fencing, where Cuba
won the gold, the United States
took the silver and Canada got the
bronze.
Latest medal count: United
States 326 overall; Cuba 147; and
Canada 146.
Latest gold count: United States
150; Cuba 60; and Canada 26.
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Murray State assistant football coach Glenn Jones worked as hard
as
the Racer receivers he was drilling as Murray State opened
its fullpad practices Saturday. Jones was better known as "The Bull"
when
he was an All-OVC player at Murray. The Racers host Tenness
eeMartin Sept. 5 as they defend their 1986 OW co-championship.
Staff photo by David Tuck

Moritor continues strea
American
By The Associated Press

The records show Milwaukee's
Paul Molitor has hit in 32 straight
games, the longest streak of the
1980s and the longest in the
American League in 38 years.
How he got there doesn't matter.
Molitor's third-inning bunt
single was his only hit in three official at-bats Monday night in the
Brewers' 5-3 victory over host
Cleveland. The streak broke a tie
with Ken Landreaux for the
longest of the '80s. In 1980, Landreaux hit in 31 straight for
Minnesota.
"I take a look down there every
at-bat. Some third basemen completely take that away from you,"
Molitor said of his single, the first
bunt hit during his.streak.
Molitor's streak is the longest in
the major leagues since Pete Rose
hit in 44 straight games for Cincinnati in 1978. It's the longest in the
AL since Dom DiMaggio hit in 34
straight for the Boston Red Sox in
1949.

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports writer
LEXINGTON. Ky. — Kentucky's new football season didn't
come around soon enough for an
optimistic Jerry Claiborne.
While spring practice was only
four months ago. Claiborne prac •
tically counted the days to ttre
opening of fall practice and the opportunity to send players and
coaches through daily drills.
"Brad Davis (sports information director ) told me that it seemed that last football season just
ended," Claiborne said Monday at
media day activities at Commonwealth Stadium. "I didn't
think this season would ever get
here.
"I'm anxious to get started. I
have great anticipation and enthusiasm. I think we can have a
good football team if we stay
healthy."
Kentucky's freshmen reported
to camp last Tuesday and went
through their first practice on
Thursday. The varsity members
arrived Sunday and were to begin
workouts today.
The squad will go through two-aday practices through next Tuesday, and then once-a-day sessions
when classes begin on Aug. 26.
"Physical condition is what we
will look for the first three days,"
said Claiborne, who has 32 lettermen returning, including 11
starters.
Kentucky, a Southeastern Conference member, opens its season

at home against Utah State on said. "We can't afford
to haveany
Sept. 12
midseason blues. It's better to go
Claiborne, beginning his sixth to a bowl game than tu
sit at home
season with Kentucky, hopes to during Christm
as.”
return the Wildcats to their form
Tailback Ivy Joe Hunter said, "I
of three years ago when they com- want us to win more
games than
piled a 9-3 record and played in the they Ipolls I pick us
to win. They
Peach Bowl. That season was pick us eighth in the
SEC. I feel
followed by a 5-6 mark in 1985 and we're better than
that."
5-5-1 record last year.
Claiborne, who is in the last year
"It's important that we get back
to a winning season," he said. of his contract, said he wasn't feel"It's a big year for us. I hope the ing any added pressure from fans
players realize it. I know the and alumni to field a winning team
this season.
coaches realize it."
Kevin Dooley, the leading con''I put more pressure on
tender to replace the graduated
myself," he said. "Kentucky fans
Bill Ransdell at quarterback. said
deserve a winning football prothe team's goal is to play in a bowl gram. I want to win more than
game.
anyone in the stands. I know our
think it's going
i itoOtt
take
at„r,,c t hof
football staff wants to win more
andno
„,rv
than anyone in the stands."
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game sweep of Atlanta, prompting
Braves Manager Chuck Tanner to
say his team's playoff hopes may
have ended.
Hatcher, the Astros left fielder,
had four hits, including his 10th
homer, and scored three runs to
lead the Astros an 11-2 victory
over the Braves in the only National League game Monday
night.
"They sure pounded our heads
in," Tanner said after the Astros
outscored the Braves 33-8 in the
four-game series. "This probably
knocked us out of it."
The scuffed ball controversy
began when both benches cleared
after Rick Mahler, pitching in a
rare relief role, hit batters Kevin
Bass and Glenn Davis to start the
Houston sixth inning.
The pitch to Davis was a fastball
up and in that hit him in the neck.
"I was not throwing at him,"
Mahler said. "I'd never try to hit
anyone in the head. The pitch just
got away because it was one of the
scuffed balls lAstros starting pitcher Mike I Scott had used the inning before."
Hatcher was 11-for-17 with six
RBI and eight runs scored in the
four-game series.

INDIANAPOLIS — Coach Denny Crum is fond of saying his U.S.
Pan American basketball team is
a club without a star. But with his
show-stopping play, Kentucky's
Rex Chapman has come as close
to star status as anyone is likely to
get.
"Maybe I'm a flashy-type
player," Chapman said. "I've
always been able to pass the ball
and get others involved."
Chapman has seen more action
— averaging 22 minutes per game
— than any other U.S. player. He's
contributed 12.5 points, shooting 56
percent from the field and 80 percent from the foul line and has 10
rebounds and 16 assists.
"With Rex Chapman on our
team, we could go all the way,"
said Puerto Rico assistant coach
Armandito Torres, whose club
meets the United States in Thursday's semifinals.
"He is the best guard there He
is a great player, a great
quarterback."
But while his all-around athletic
ability has garnered the respect of

the opposition. his showmanship
has wowed the crowds — and even
his teammates.
For instance, in the second half
of the U.S. team's game with Mexico, Chapman leaped above three
defenders and launched an offbalance, right-handed windmill
hook about eight feet from the
basket. Improbable as it seemed,
the ball dropped through the net.
On the sideline, Indiana guard
Keith Smart and others were
stunned.
"I don't know how it ever went
in. He just somehow flipped it up.
On the bench, when he put it up,
we said, 'Oh what kind of shot is
that?" Then it went in and we said,
'W-o-o-w
Chapman, though, said he has
been cautious about such stunts
while playing on the talented Pan
Am team.
"You've got to be careful when
you try things," he said. "It's got
to be the right time to try
something different."
What has surprised most
observers is that Chapman has

southern states NOTICE OF LOCAL
ANNUAL MEETING
The Local Annual Meeting of the Members of Southern
States Cooperat
Inc., served by Southern States Cooperative, Inc - Calloway Service. ive.
Murray, KY
will be held: Tuesday, August 25, 1987 at Southern
States Cooperative. Inc
- Calloway Service. Murray. KY from 10 am. to 2 pm
Business Meeting at: 1 p.m.
The agenda includes annual elections and reports from
management. Election District representatives will also be chosen
By Order of the Board of Directors
Gary Jones-Assistant Secretary

played only one year of collegiate
ball — he was named Southeastern
Conference Freshman of the Year
last season — and won't turn 20 until Oct. 5.
"I knew he was a great player

and a great athlete, but he's
played better than I thought he
would," said Crum. "His inexperience doesn't seem to be a factor. He plays with the confidence
of a junior or senior."

642-5661

DODGE—CHRYSLER—PLYMOUTH
'85 Plymouth Reliant
—Local one owner, auto air
PS. P 8 AM/FM stereo PRIGED TO SELL
'85 VW Jetta
— Local one owner 4 dr 5-sp
under 30.000 miles, AM/FM
stereo cassette. air EXTRA
CLEAN
'84 Dodge Charger
— Sporty economy 2-dr hatchback. air. AM/FM stereo
40 000 miles MUST DRIVE
'83 VW Gil
— Ready to roll Air. AM/FM
stereo cassette Fuel economy
and FUN TO DRIVE
'83 Lincoln Town Car
--Total luxury Every available
option, premimum cassette
stereo system Treat yourself IL,
a TREAT
'$2 Buick LeSabre Ltd.
— Nicest around All power options dove gray with gray interior TOO NICE TO DESCRIBE

753-8355

Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
• L
Pct.
GB
Toronto
70
48
593
Detroit
68
47
591
Li
New York
67
51
568
3
B
Mollsw
toanu kee
56
62
56
62
4
555
26 14
''
e
53 65
449 17
BaltimorCleveland
45
73 381 25
V.es
vision
• L
Pct.
GB
Minnesota
rits
54
550
Oakland
60 58
508 5
California
60 59
504
5'5i
Kansas City
4 59
59
500 6
Seattle
56
62
475
9
Texas
55 82
470 94,
Chicago
48
69
410 16i,
Monday's Gaines
Milwaukee 5, Cleveland 3
Chicago 2, Boston 1
Minnesota 4. Seattle 2
Kansas City 7, Texas 6
California 6, Oakland 4
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Milwaukee
Bosio 7.5
at Cleveland
Akerfelds 1,3, n
Minnesota ,Carlton 6-11 , at Detroit Mor
rts13-6'
Boston Nipper 7-10, at Chicago 'Ban
nister 8.9 ,, In,
Kansas City ,Gubicza 9-12 at Texas
(Hough 12.80, in'
Baltimore , Dixon 5.9' at California , Mc
Caskill 3.4 ,n
Toronto ,Stieb 12.5, at Oakland 'Nelson
5.3., in.
New York ,Rhoden 14-8, at Seattle. Powell
0.1. in.
ednesday's Games
Toronto at Oakland
Milwaukee at Cleveland .n
Minnesota at Detroit ,n
Boston at Chicago ,n ,
r

Kansas City at Texas n
Baltimore at California , n
New York at Seattle , n

kora
ATION M.. LE AGUE:
Lain Di vagina
V.
L
Pct.
GB
St Louis
70
47
595
Montreal
66
51
564
New York
66
52
355
4',
Philadelphia
81
36
521
8
Chicago
60 56
508.
Pittsburgh
51
67
432 15',
nest Division
14
I.
Pct.
441
Cincinnati
bi
5
5,. San Francis,
62
57
5:: Houston
59
59
300
Los Angeles
52 65
444
Atlanta
50
68
4:24 11
San Diego
42, 70
407
Monday's Game
Houston 11. Atlanta 2
Only game scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Pittsburgh 'Walk 4 1
at Cin,tnnntl
Gullickson 10-10.. n
Los Angeles , Hersruser 12.11 at Montreal
ISebra 6-13,, ,n.
San Francisco Hammaker 8-8. at New
York .Gooden 9,4
n
San Diego 'Nolte 1-1. at Philadelph
ia
I Carman 7-8., n
Chicago 'Lancaster .1 1
al Allante
Palmer 6-10 ,. n
St Louis Cox 8-3. at Houston
an 4 3
n
Wednesday's 4,111114,
Chicago at Atlanta
Los Angeles at Montreal 'n
Pittsburgh at Cum =an n
San Francisco at New York . r.
San Diego at Philadelphia '5
St Louis at Houston . n
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Braves 'scuffed' up

Twins 4, Mariners 2
White, who went 4-for-4, tied the
Tom Brunansky hit a two-run
score. Bosley, batting for Bo
homer as Minnesota completed a
Jackson, who struck out four
four-game sweep of Seattle and times,
singled on reliever Steve
improved to 4 2-1 8 at the Howe's
first pitch to score White
Metrodome.
with the winning run.
Les Straker, 6-7, allowed five
Texas got homers from Larry
hits in 6 1-3 innings. Reliever Jeff
Parrish and Mike Stanley. TarReardon got the last four outs for
tabull homered for the Royals.
his 24th save.
Angels 6, Athletics 4
Loser Mark Langston, 13-10,
Devon White hit a grand slam in
struck out seven to increase his the
seventh inning to lift California
major league-leading total to 195.
past visiting Oakland.
White Sox 2, Red SOX 1
White's homer upstaged Reggie
Dave LaPoint pitched six-hit Jackson, who in his probable final
ball for seven innings and Greg
Anaheim Stadium appearance,
Walker and Ron Hassey drove in
had given the A's a 4-2 lead with a
the runs for Chicago at Comiskey
two-run homer in the top of the
Park.
seventh.
LaPoint is 2-0 since being acJackson, who spent 1982-86 with
quired from St. Louis on July 30.
the Angels, had followed a leadoff
Bobby Thigpen pitched the final
single by Carney Lansford with his
two innings for his sixth save.
15th homer of the season and No.
563 of his career. Jackson struck
Royals 7, Rangers 6
Pinch-hitter Thad Bosley's run- out in the ninth.
scoring single with two outs in the
ninth inning rallied Kansas City
past Texas at Arlington.
Trailing 6-5, the Royals tied the
score off reliever Jeff Russell
after there were two outs and
Billy Hatcher and the scuffed
nobody on. Consecutive doubles by ball controversy
heated up as the
Danny Tartabull and Frank
Houston Astros completed a four-

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
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UK's Chapman standing out at Pan Am Games
By The Associated Press
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CIALS

Choice

Rib Eyes
Bacon

Beef

Whatever It Takes, We Want To Be
Your Car and Truck Company
1332 E. Wood St.

.

39

Crowder

Okra

'86 Jeep Cornmanch• Pick-up 4)(4
—V-6. 5-sp. AM/FM only
15 000 one owner miles

$239

225 lb.-300 lb
lb $ 1
No Charge for Cutting, Wrapping or Freezing

'77 Buick Skylark
— Only 56.000 acutal miles. V-8
auto , air, 2-dr

VANS & TRUCKS
'86 Plymouth Voyager — One
owner, 37,000 miles, like new.
two-tone blue, auto., air, tilt &
cruise and much, much more
This one won't last. Come and
test drive it today!

lb.

Choice Sides of

Peas

'75 Chevy Malibu
— Only one local owner. 55.000
miles. auto V-8 air 4-dr

$399

Gibson's Best Country Cured

'81 Olds Cutlass Supreme
Coupe
50.000 mites local car SHARP

'77 Plymouth Fury
—Only one local owner, velour
interior. V-8 auto . air AM/FM
stereo

10-12 lb.
No Charge for Slicing lb.

. 20 lb.

box $ 1 599

Breaded
20 lb. box $ 1699

Baby

Limas

.. 20

lb. box $ 1699

Purple Hull

Peas

20 lb. box $ 1 599

Cut

Corn

. 20 lb. box

$ 14

100% Quarter Pounders

Ground Beef $ 1 946
Patties 14 lb. box

_
GIBSON HAM CO.
— Wholesale & Retail Meat

Phone

753 1601

107 N. 3rd St.

7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.

We Accept
Food Stamps

-Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray1
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TIMES

DR.GOTT

Phone Center of Murray
Hwy. 783 (Airport Rd.) 4th Building on right

now has available to you:

Peter
Gott M D

•Alternate iong distance service at reduced rates
*Security Systems ror home or t/uSineSS
moryrereig
_4
•Word Processors
•Digital Fax Machines
*Custom Phone Systems

Sunlight provides
vitamin D to body

Call 753-0342

e., t

o tA:r

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

•thit Baskets
For Special 04..c3sion.

•Finest Nuts
*sugar ti Sall
•Carithrs
Free Candv
*Collectable Tins
We ship UPS

Southside Shopping Center
Murray. KY (502) 759 1733

FLORIDA'S SUITEST VACATION
on ORLANDO'S ATLANTIC OCEAN BEACH
Beautiful new all-suite resort. 1 or 2
bedroom suites have fully equipped
kitchens. living dining area, private
balcony, Cable TV and HBO. Swimming
pools, sun decks, wide expanse of
Enjoy sightseeing, golf, tennis,
beach
water sports, fishing. Near 1-4 and I95...just a short drive to Disney World
and all Central Florida attractions.

0

,
-

_

DIRECTLY ON THE OCEAN
For your best oceanfront value, enjoy a
spacious suite (not just a hotel room) on

Florida's best beach.
Special Fall Rates:
S32.50* ONE BEDROOM SUITE
S37.50* TWO BEDROOM SUITE
(-?r person per n,ght. double occupancy

Oceania Suite Hotel
s

Based on availability from
Sept. 1. 1987 to Jan. 31. 1988
(Except Christmas Week)

Ave., New Srrnyna Beach, FL 32069(904)-423-8400

TOLL FREE: Florida 800-342-5034
NATIONAL 1-800-874-1931

New Smyrna Beach,FLORIDA •
,
5URPRi5E
EN 7 5EEs
5iNCE
ERE AT,p • ,

DEAR DR. GOTT — I've read that
older citizens should get at least 20
minutes of sunlight every day for vitamin D How little of the body can be
exposed to get this benefit"
READER — Sunlight activates vitamin D in the skin. The
amount of necessary exposure to ultraviolet light varies considerably depending on intensity (and area) of exposure and color of skin. In locales
where sunlight is limited by season or
by air pollution, more exposure is
necessary In black people, 95 percent
of ultraviolet radiation does not reach
the deeper layers of skin, where the
vitamin is synthesized.
Exposure to sunlight is less important today than it was years ago because foods, especially milk, are now
routinely fortified with vitamin D.
Aside from the vitamin-D benefits,
I believe that most elderly people
would derive great benefit from a few
minutes of fresh air and sunshine every day
DEAR DR. GOTT — Is there any
way to discourage thumb sucking in
children?
DEAR READER — Thumb sucking
in infants is normal. However, when
the habit extends into childhood, it
can adversely affect dental bite and a
child's self-esteem.
In a medical report published last
summer, researchers claim to have
solved the problem. Parents were instructed to coat their children's
thumbs with Stop-Zit, a harmless, bitter substance. The material was applied once in the morning, once at
bedtime and for each occurrence of
thumb sucking. Within 17 days of this
treatment, the children in the study
had stopped sucking their thumbs.
Following gradual discontinuance, all
the children were free of the behavior
at three- and six- month follow-up
intervals.
DEAR DR. GOTT — Can hemorrhoids cause,health problems if left
untreated? Is there any link between

I NEED YOUR ADVICE
MA'AM .L,01-+EN 50400L
5TART.5 DO
TNINK I 51-lOUL2 60
OUT FOR TUMBLiN6

them and colorectal cancer'
DEAR READER — Hemorrhoids
are swollen veins in the area around
the anus They are not a health hazard
unless they bleed Hemorrhoids can
cause bothersome pain and itching,
but they are not associated with colorectal cancer
DEAR DR. GOTT — I am 26 and
am getting three wisdom teeth I've
been having bad headaches Could the
teeth be the cause'
DEAR READER — Wisdom teeth
can cause headaches, particularly if
the teeth are impacted or growing in
crooked Check with your dentist
DEAR DR GOTT — I remember
reading an article about increasing
the chances of conceiving a child of a
particular gender It included information about acidity alkalinity of the
vagina Would diet have an effect or
would douching be preferable'
DEAR READER — All that hoopla
years ago about determining the sex
of a child by douching to alter vaginal
acidity at the time of conception has
not been scientifically confirmed Although you can ask your obstetrician
about this, I think you'll enjoy relations more fully if you avoid being too
scientific, relax and let Nature take
its course
Don't forget that recent evidence
has suggested that the use of alcohol,
tobacco and drugs can be almost as
damaging to a normal fetus before
conception — because of the harm
they cause to the woman's body — as
they can be during fetal growth.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I'm pregnant
with twins. One doctor says to walk a
lot, but avoid intercourse. Another
doctor says sex is OK, but stay in bed.
Who is right?
DEAR READER — Follow the instructions of the doctor whom you
have hired as your obstetrician. As a
general rule, intercourse during pregnancy is safe, providing there is no
high-risk pregnancy (history of premature delivery) and relations are
carried out gently. For most women,
moderate exercise is appropriate, at
least up to the last few weeks of pregnancy, when walking can become
uncomfortable.
DEAR DR. GOTT — What would be
the best non-prescription birth control for a teenager who has sex
infrequently?
DEAR READER — Unquestionalzk, the safest and most effective
non-prescription contraception is the
simultaneous use of vaginal foam and
condoms. Each method is reasonably
successful.

THE FAR SIDE

Murray State to offer classes
in education in the evening
Several introductory and lowerlevel courses offered by the College
of Education at Murray State
University have been scheduled in
the evenings during the fall to accommodate students who cannot
meet regular daytime classes.
They include:
Mondays—Physical Education
133, Dance Aerobics, from 6:30 to
7:20 p.m. for one semester hour of
credit; and Health 191, Personal
Health, from 6 to 9 p.m. for three
semester hours of credit.
Tuesdays—Physical Education
119, Beginning Karate, from 6 to 8
p.m. for one semester hour of
credit; Physical Education 134,
Weight Training, from 6:30 to 7:30
p.m. for one hour of credit;
Physical Education 285, Football
and Basketball Officiating, from
6:30 to 8;30 p.m. for two hours of
credit; and Communication
Disorders 205, Introduction to Communication Disorders.

Wednesdays—Reading 120,
Reading and Study Skills, from 6 to
9 p.m. for one semester hour of
credit.
Thursdays—Physical Education
119, Beginning Karate, from 6 to 8
p.m. for one semester hour of
credit.
Anyone who wishes to obtain
more information about any of the
courses may call the College of
Education at (502i 762-3817.
Adult students who would like to
learn more about admissions procedures, placement examination,
refresher courses or college survival skills or who need assistance
with regisration may call the
Center for Continuing Education at
(502) 762-2159.
Late registration for the fall is
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m Thursday and
Friday, Aug. 20-21, or from 5 to 7
p.m. Monday through Thursday,
Aug. 24-27, in the Curris Center.
Classes begin on Monday, Aug. 24.

Star of David etched in $1
stamp, postal officials say
WASHINGTON (AP) — A small there was no plan to reengrave the
Star of David was secretly etched
die.
onto the die used in printing the $1
The engraving was first revealpostage stamp showing the face of ed by Linn's Stamp News, a weekJewish educator Bernard Revel, ly philatelic publication.
postal officials confirmed.
The government engraver who
It is not visible to the naked eye etched the star into Revel's beard,
but can be clearly seen with a Kenne
ppe-fTnan, was arrested
microscope in the beard of Revel, Jun 17 and charged with
a Lithuanian-born educator who thre ning to blow up the site of
founded Yeshiva University of the U.S. Holocaust Museum, ofNew York and also served as ficials said Friday.
president of the Rabbinical ColHe was taken to St. Elizabeth's
lege of America and taught there. Hospital for psychiatric evalua
An anonymous phone caller told tion and later released.
the Bureau of Printing and
Bureau officials said Kipper.
Engraving of the first known sur- man has returned to work but
reptitious design to appear on a assigned to administrative duties
U.S. postage stamp.
away from the guarded area
Millions of Revel stamps have where stamps and currency are
been printed, and postal etched. He has been a government
spokeswoman Tanya Perkins said engraver since 1974.
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NANCY
A REAL PL,EASER. Home pleases the eye
..price pleases the billfold. Fresh as a daisy
.freshly painted and wallpapered in this
two bedroom charmer. And how about that
canopy over the patio. Call Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors. 753-1492 to view this for
your first home or your retirement home
. .Just now on the market.

J500 NEVER APPRF_L ATE_
440012 POPCORN FpPPER
UNTIL 16 GONE_

2.Notice

ammo

I HAD AN UNCLE ONCE WHO
USE P TO PLAY WITH YARN...

None g

HE'S NOW A PATTERN IN
AN ANGORA SWEATER

E

YOU'RE JUST
SAYING THAT
TO RUIN MY
FUN, AREN'T
YOU?

CAN YOL1
A FFORP
TAKE THE
CHANCE?

"Well, the defendant and I had made this
deal in which we both prospered....
One of those 'you-scratch-me-behind-my-earsI'll-scratch-you-behind-yours' arrangements."

ACROSS

HOY./ LOP
,
* HAVE
YOU SEEN AT
CAMP SWAMPY,
56T LU66:
7

1 Fitting
4 Samarium
symbol
6 Lasso
11 Freer
13 Involve
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Medicare is again
changing the Port-A
deductible and copayment amounts.
You will be required
to pay even more of
the bill. In fact, if you
go to the hospital,
you or your insurance
will 'have to pay the
first $520.00 before
Medicare
pays
anything. For free in-
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2 Bard
3 — and fro
4 Dispatches
5 The Ram
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1987 united Feature. Synalcal•

9 Fortunetelling
card
10 Mohammedan
leader
12 Therefore
14 Half an em
17 King of
Norway
20 Mimic
24 Venerates
25 Baseball slat
27 Cry of owl
28 Thus
29 Location
30 "A — Grows
in Brooklyn"
32 Blemish
36 Mr Selleck
37 Lands
42 S-shaped
molding
44 Never used
46 Become
aware
of
48 More unusual
49 Got up
51 Unit of
Italian
currency
54 Vipers
55 Bird's home
56 Sliver symbol
57 Fall behind
59 Niton symbol
62 Spielberg's
alien
64 Faeroe
Islands
whirlwind
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chloride
39 King of
Bashan
40 Tellurium
symbol
41 Vaughn role
43 Being comb
form
45 Slippery fish
47 Move from
one
country to
another
50 — Paso,
Texas
52 Wheel tooth
53 Pale
56 Jai —
58 Wading bird
60 Selenium
symbol
61 Attic
63 Bars legally
65 Insects
66 Concerning
67 Miami time
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THE Gold Nugget,
south side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

0

IIISTLI BAILS'S

SINGLE PEOPLE WHO
WANT TO MEET
OTHER SINGLE
PEOPLE. Send: Name,
Self-Addressed stamped
envelope- Route 1, Box
140A, Mansfield, TN
38236.

formation call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
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CHRIS
Will do
my home

GENER,
office cli
experien
suppliec
753 8642

ODD io
hauling,
Call And
WT7C—cE
people, ,
436 2458.
WOULD
care of s
days a
month
Phone 5'
2200

5. Lost and Found
rOUND Set of 5 keys
and key ring with "God
Loves Me" engraving
Can be picked up at
Murray Ledger &
Times, 1001 Whitnell
Ave.
LOST Key chain with 6
keys, brass name plate
"Linda". If found
please call 753 3691 or
492-8342
LOST Saturday Golden
Lab, 8 months old, fern
ale, gold color collar
Reward. 753-8640.
6

Help

for't

Wanted

t AR N
500 + PER
WEEK no experience
necessary, we train,
must have car Man
agement position
available. Call 502 442
5185 ask for Burns.
lIABYSITTER needed
in my home,
6 30A.M. 4P.M 5 days a
week
References re
quired Days 753 0932,
after 5P.M. 759-411.
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Help Wanted
10 Business Opportuntty
22
Musical
27. Mobile Homes or Sake
34 Houses tor Rent
46 Homes for Sale
BABYSi TER neeoeci BEAUT
49
Used Cars
52 Boats Motors
Y shop for sale SNARE grum with 1980 FLEETW
53 Services Offered
-OOD 1 BEDROOM un
for infant in my home or in
I
OR
4
Murray
BR
1978
,
stand,
brick,
9
DELTA
0
14x70
pad,
bedroo
base
0d
88 Royale, 1985 LOWE bass boat,
2
m,
sticks and
2 bath, furnished house at Col
loc a
must live close to tion Call
ment, central H/A, dis
after 5p m
case Great for school sharp mobile home. dwater, $95
68,000 actual miles, 1 40HP Mariner motor, LICENSED electrician,
university Call Robin 474 2754
month, hwasher
, carpeting, near owner
bands $100 Call 753
Must sell 753 7161
753 7 193, Mariner foot operated residential and corn
at 759 1836
water furnished 489
mercial Air condition
Murray Middle School
VENDING equipment, 4783
8A M 5P M
trolling motor, Lawe
1985 14x70, 2 BEDROOM, 2267
E XPERIENCED of all types, new
Mid
1979 OLDS 98 good rence depth finder, mg Sales and service
and WANTED
Responsible 2 bath on a 150x224 lot, 1 BEDROOM house, 5731 40's 753 6251 or 753
tobacco help wanted. used
Financing party to assume small 12x16 storage building,
custom frame trailer, Gas installation and
condition 492 8874
available September
Mark Paschall 753 5265
available for qualified monthly payments
Call after repair for natural and
1981 CUTLASS Supreme, like new
city water 753 6520 or 1st 753 6054'
on
✓ uLL time companies and in piano See locally Call 753 2511
LP Fred's Repair 753
7P M 759 1786
A -nice 3 bedroom brick, loaded, $3,000 (firm)
(2) 3 BEDROOM brick large
housekeeper, keep 2 dividuals For informa
Manager at 618 23.4 1306 GOOD
ALUMACRAFT boat, I 7203
living room, for
Call
4892511
after
.
5p
m
homes,
selectio
1 has 2 baths, (1) 2 mal
n of used
children after school, lion call Randy at 1 800
anytime
year old trailer and LICENSED electrician
dining room, den, 382 2268
mobile homes, 12 wides bedroom
some cooking. Salary 592 5414 "
Appliances eat in kitche
offering quality service
10HP outboard. $500
n,
bath,
1981
DATSU
N
210,
4
furnish
and
14
wides starting at
ed Deposit 8 Re utility,
negotiable Call 753 1268
Call 753 8592
at a low cost
double
carport
,
Re
cyl
auto
,
air,
ference
1
1
995,
,
12
financing
s required 753 outside
Instruction
24
or 753 1863 after
Miscellaneous
sidential or commer
storage, plenty AM/FM cassette, 64, NOW under new man
6143
availabl
e New 14 wides
5.30P M
of
clef
shade, also adloining 000 miles 753 0379
10HP TRACTOR
day or night
agement! Year end
starting as low as I BEDROOM house af lot
N OMEWORKERS
753 2614
with shop Will sell 1981 OLDS
mower snow blower
Toronado, clearance price 20'
$9,995 Volunteer Mobile
Panarama Shores. $250 togethe
WANTED! TOP PAY!
r
or separate
$350 8HP Gilson Roto Homes,
excellent condition Can Sweetwater pontoon
Lake Highway, per month
No pets
121 24th Avenue, N W
For appointment call be seen at
tiller $125 Phone 436boat only $34 0 0
600 Main St
Dance &
Paris, Tn. 901 642 4466
753 6531
STUMP REMOVAL
Suite 222 Norman, OK
753
3796.
2421.
or. call 753-0489 before Lakeshore Boats, Inc
LARGEST selection of f13L)RO0M brick No BY owner
73069
Gymnastics
below surface
U
S
68,
CASE riding mower,
2 bedroom 5P M
5
miles
west
of
after
5P
M
double wides in west children or pets. $325 house
MEDICAL fechnologisf
e^Pensive clear
Cadiz Phone 924 5527
and 1 2 acres
$450; LOYD VCR with
It-Pilho girt
759
4537
Tenn., selections have per month plus deposit Larg
for afternoon shift.
No Lawn Damage
e rooms, 3
remote, $200; "camera
753-4647
never been better, 753 4074 or 753 9935.
Must be able to perform
fireplaces, 2 porches, lots '79 PONTIAC LeMans 53 Services Offered
lenses with Pentax
station wagon,
prices have never been I BR, furnished or un of storage
Sumo
Stop llama
all areas of testing in
space Or
mount zoom & wide angle
753-115.404
the laboratory. Inter
LEARN TO DRIVE
chard, fencing, AM/FM, AC, good
plus certificates for 500 lower. Volunteer Mobile furnished, air con
FREE ESTIMA TES
condition $1750 436
Homes, Lake Highway. ditioned, double garage workshop,
ested persons should TRACTOR-TRAI
shade trees
LER rolls of film & 120 Paris,
5851 after 5P M.
Also, 3 BR mobile home, $23,000. 435 4261.
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NEED work on your
plication to Personnel,
'81 CUTLASS, 2 door,
MUST sell 1977 12x65 Penny Community Call CHARMING 2
Call 759-9752.
bedroom
trees? We can beautify,
Marshall County
753-5209.
bucket seats, AM/FM
Located on
beautifully decorated
CLOSE -out on rear tine trailer. 3 bedrooms, 1
your yard by topping,
Hospital, 503 George
country home on 3 cassette, new tires,
12) By-Pass
tillers, 2+5+10 year bath, wood underpin
shaping, dead wooding
McClain Dr , Benton,
ning and small porch, 36 For Rent Of Lease
acres, lovely shaded excellent shape 492
warrant
y,
buy
now
and
or removing dead or
753-45774
EXPEENENCEN44014, E.o.m." 444
Ky. 42025
save. Hazel Lawn and roof recently resealed, HOUSE for lease, nice yard, only 5 miles west 8595 after 5P M
• • wirONEls non
diseased trees For
NEEDED immediately
puft•ple..e
81 WHITE Cutlass
00,Corkhr Eno,
Garden Center, 311 immediate possession. 2BR country home, just of Murray. Must sell.
satisfaction call the
IMO
housekeeper Also some
Call 492 8341 to see and
Calais, new turbo tech A 1 ENTERPRISE
Want
offer
Main
753
9349
St.,
Hazel,
Ky.
redecor
ated, 2 car gar
Accredited School
Wholesale dealer in gas proven professionals at
babyseting tor school age
make an offer Must see
CREAM! See! Buy! tires, tinted windows.
492 8147.
age. No pets. Re
Finencsel Aid Avelisble
Bover's Tree Service
and wood burning ap
children Good salary 8
to appreciate.
dark blue velour inter
Three
bedroo
rLECT
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ference
Hammo
s. 753 4937, M F,
nd
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room,
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young
model
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143, $250
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service installation. lion knows us
you
references Send resume
in Paris Landing area, RENT
.,a*_ F.*
neighborhood for families console
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firm. 12 speed Heavy
should too
TO OWN
fireplace repair
to
P 0 Box 1040 H,
7510757
furni
,
shed,
with
753
elemen
8975.
3
out
tary
duty
chil
press,
$125.
12 ton
Quasar VCR's $10 week
•Chimney cleaning ODD lob specialist,
Call Toll Free Anytime
Murray
shop press, $100. 474.8040. buildings, $6500. 753
includes one free movie dren. Priced in the 50's... '86 OLDS Calais, 16,006 • Masonry *Damper ceiling fans. electric
NEED a job? 4 openings
at,
0954
won't
miles
last
on
,
the
market
take
over
HARVEST gold
rental/week 52 weeks.
•Bird screen •Hoods
plumbing. fencing You
now You may qualify
two weeks. Call Century
payments. 474 2355 436 5355.
Frigidaire 18 Cu. ft
TV's
and
applia
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name
it,
I
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
do .1. You
if
(1)you do not have
refrigerator, side by
available. Check our 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors after 5P.M.
A 1 STUMP Removal
buy, I install
GED or you.- high 14. Want to Buy
You
10x40 TRAILER, fur
GREAT car for high Reasonable
side, excellent condi
low prices! Movie 753 1492.
break,
I
rates,
fix
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school diploma, (2) you 1 TO 1 1/2 ACRES In
Call 436
EXTREMELY neat I school junior or senior!
tion, $250 Electric nished $140 per month. World, 753 4663.
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surface
2868
evening
Call
s
have been out of school county Preferably set
us
bedroom, 1 bath '85 navy blue Cavalier
stove, $75. 489 2256 or 753-3139 after 8P.M.
before you decide Free PAINTING' in'tenio'r
9 months or more, (3) up for mobile home.
Gatesbrough home with hatchback
753 7443 ask for Mary.
T AND 2 bedroom 37. Livestock-Supplies
Type
la;
estimat
es.
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0906
exterior. 25 years ex
you are between ages 16 753 9724 or 753 5737.
LARGE, large, large trailers in city limits. SIMMENTAL and 2 fireplaces_ Fantastic fully loaded. AM/FM ALL types of masonr
& 21 We are a EOE. RESPONSIBLE couple
y perence Quality work
family room with built
stereo cassette; sun work
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ion
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of
storag
or
Simbr
e
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Per
Block,
This project is funded would like to rent
brick, Reasonable rates. Free
in bookcases. Just roof: sport hubcap
or buy buildings in stock for 753 2365.
formance & semen
s
concrete all basements, estimates
by the Western Ky
Yearry's
listed Mid 70's Phone 759 1209 before 9P
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M.
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Excelle
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Painting 436 2245
Kopperud Realty, 753
re
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e
Port
home
for
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$120
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month,
a
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&
up
or
Council
Cadiz, 1222.
small jobs. 26
JT PA
Call ferences 753 7161
Buildings, Mayfield, $120 deposit, in town. Ky. 522-8794.
years experience.
J T PA Out Of School
FRESH on the market,
Wulff & Sons
Ky.
502-247
7831.
Call
after
5
P.M.
Charle
s
Barnett 753753 9378 between 8 30
15. Articles for Sale
like new 3 bedroom, 2
38 . Pets-Supplies
753-9227.
MULCH for sale- shred
5476
12 00 5 days a week
bath,
brick home and 15
Kitchen Cabinet
4'x8' TREATED lattice ded hardwood bark by the 2 BR, 1 mile from town. 1
=orreerly of Murray 8 Futtor
APPLIANCE
CH. pointed AKC
NEED a mature woman
panels $9.95. Mid South truck load, brown or
No pets. References. Australian cattle dogs acres 7 miles from
SERVICE
Kenmo
to babysit for 3 year old
re,
town in peaceful
Recovery
Wholesale Building; 342 black, fresh or full corn
$125 per month. and 2 show_ queOty Ger
Westinghouse,
boy
Must have re
country setting. Offer
East Was
ngto 8.4
„,yosted. U -haul or we de
.
753-4937, M F, 8-5
Whirlpool. 27 years
man Shepnern for sale
ferences and own Iran
(Former
Wi•
ly
Mats, you, old
at $72,500. Contact
of Benton)
Paris; 901-642, 2552.
liver. Call Jerry 759-4808.
experience. Parts and
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or Obedience training 8 Kopper
sportation. 753 0952
ud Realty, 753
CAMOUFLAGE army OREGON saw chain unfurnished, some new boarding in air conditio
cabinet
s look IA,
service. Bobby Hopper,
n 1222
Chevrolet
NEED experienced
pants 8 shirts, work 3/8" pitch, for 16" bar furniture, natural gas- facility. 436 2858.
ri4. w with wood
Bob's Appliance Sergrain
seamtress to make
FRESH on the market 3
boots, motorcycle $8.99; 20 8 21" $9.99. electric, air con• BEAG
Oldsmobile
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
laminated plastic
LE puppies, 6 bedroom brick
bany
ard girl helmets &
ranch
campin
Walli
g
supn
Hardware; ditioned. Shady Oaks weeks old. Good hunting
Business 753 4872, 436
clothes 753 849a
w doors
Cadillao, Inc. 5848
hor dwar
home at excellent in
plies Jerry's Sporting Downtown Paris, Tn.
753 5209.
(home).
stock, 825. Call (502)435 town locatio
NEED work full or part. Goods, 6th
and
counter tops.
n. Home
8 Walnut, PANELING! Paneling! 3 BEDROOMS, 13 miles 4226.
of
Paris
APPLIANCE REPAIR .
,
TN
time Call Avon, Faye Mayfield, Ky.
completely redecorated
Many styles and colors
247 4704.
Paneling! $4.95 and up. from town. Adult COMPLETE
Factory authorized for
McClure 753 0237 or Want
dog within last year Neat
NEW inflatable boats, Mid South Wholesale couple. 140 a month. groom
Free estimates.
Tappan
,
Kelvina
tor
and
ing; clipped; as a pin. $53,000. Phone
to buy Avon
GM Executive &
2 man, 3-man, $15., $25
Building; 342 East 489 2243,
Brown. Service on gas
Murray
nails trimmed, ears Kopperud Realty. 753
436 ,5560
NOW a
eptinq ap
Raleigh bicycle, $125
Washington; Paris; 901
Program Vehicles and electric ranges
and flea bath. Guarar,
plications. full time or 753 7231
1222.
30.
Business Rentals
642 2552.
microwaves, ells
PA:NTING. Interior
teed. Just 2 miles from
part time
Apply in TREATED lumber
NEW house 1521 Behwashers, re
in PREFINISHED & in
exterior, commercial
J.CL: -30 a.:
Business space, near Un railroad tracks
person at The Melt stock.
:kett
Drive
in
Canter
Check our prices finished oak kitchen
frigerators, etc. Earl residential
753-2915.
Free es
iversity. Phone 753-9393.
Shoppe .
jury.
Large
3
be
and save! Mid South cabinets- In stock. Free
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753
timates 25 years ex
FOR rent: Office or
arooms, 2 full baths,
rapy Wholesale Building; 342 estimates!
5341.
perience
Mid -South store space at Southside 40
Tremon
Produce
Aide
formal living and dinResponsibl
for East Washington; Wholesale Buildin
Farris 759 1987
g; 342 Shopping Center. Phone
aiding the •
ning
rooms,
extra
sical Paris; 901 642 2552
APPLE
large
S call 489 2467 for
East Washington; 753-6612 or 753-4509
PAINTING • interior
therapist i
.
potential
information. Tuckers kitchen with breakfast
Paris; 901-6,42-2552.
and exterior Roofing
PRIME office space for Orchard, Murray Landfill area, family room with
treatments and at the 16 Home Furnishings
P TIDING lawn mower, rent. Downto
Free estimates Cal;
discreation of and under
fireplace, 2 car garage.
wn Court Rd.
Willie 436 2326
the deect supervision of 2 .PIECE sectional $75, needs minor repair. Square. Utilities and
753 3903.
couCh,
APPLE
Also,
$200.
S
regula
Lazy
for
freezing or OWNER
boy
r power
QUALITY
the therapist will carry
janitorial service fursays sell! Tell us
recliner
$100.
mower,
,
canni
In
$20.
excel
ng. Several where
753-0006.
workmanship Frame
nished. 753 4.682 or 753
Out designated treat
else you can find
varieties. McKenzie
and trim carpenter
rnents for which lent condition. Phone RUBBER bed mats for
8302.
753
an immaculate three be-06
245
753
3178.
Orchard
all
, 753 4725
pick ups. Stokes
We Want Your Business
Remodeling, patio and
he she is trained. Indroom, 2 bath brick with
terested persons should BEDROOM suites, Tractor, Industrial Rd. 32. Apts for Rent
Let Us Prove It
YARD landscaping, fencing
0..L ..poole.
dining room and central
753-1319
•
.
• ,•
43. Real Estate mattresses and box
submit resume ap
leveling driveways, 435 4306.
heat. and'atr,'prited'ih the
1,
2
&
3
bedro
om
901-642-3900
plc aeon to Personnel, springs, queen size bed. TOMATO 'ulcer,
blade work and bush
ROCKY COLSON Home
40's. Take advantage and
apartments. Lease and FOR lease or sale
Marsha!' County spring and mattress Victoria -200, $29.99.
hogging. Call 436-5430 or Repair Roofing, siding.
79 \Ai Paris
Commercial building call Century 21 for your
deposit
.
No
pets.
No
Hosp,tal
503 George (oval glass large china Wallin Hardware; children. 753
753-0659.
painting, plumbing
approximately 7400 sq. showing. Our agents will
9208.
McClain Dr . Benton, cabinet mirrorback), Downtown Paris, Tn.
COLLEY Tree Service. concrete
ft on South 4th St. assist you in locating the
Free es
1
&
2
BR
brick
duplex,
Used Trucks
chrome table and USED 3 point hitch rear
Ky. 42075.
best financing for this 50
Keep your trees .in timates Call 474 2307 or
$235 8 $260 a month. No Howard Brandon, 753
chairs, odd chairs, drop tiller. See at Hazel
SECRETARIAL opening
one...
753
1492.
753 6973
4389 or 753-5960
1973 JEEP Wagoneer, shape by topping, prun
pets. Call 753 6931.
Bookkeeping required, leaf Duncan Phyfe Lawn and Garden Cening, deadwooding, SEWING Machine Re
4x4. $1250. 4362684.
KENTUCKY lake lot, 1
Payroll experience a plus. table, washer 8 tryer, ter, 311 Main St., Hazel, 1, 2 OR 3 bedroom acre, 12x60 mobile home,
sprayin
g, fertilizing, or, pair
All makes and
1975 DODGE 3/4 ton, 4
apartments, nicely
Must be able to meet the odd tables. Lots of other Ky. 492-8147.
septic and well, $16,500
wheel drive, flat bed, removal of unwanted models Home 8 In
public -5eret resume and things. See at 512 South USED riding mowers, furnished, located near Home 554 8128, office
dustrial
Bag closing
good truck. Must sell. trees. Stump removal
442
references to P.0 Box 11th St
all sizes and all prices. campus. Days, 753 6111, 3632. Owner financing
Complete tree care. 14 machines. Also Scissor
753 7161.
nights, 753-0606.
963.. Murray KY 42071.
MATCHING sofa, love Stokes Tractor, Indust1977 FORD 1 2 ton years experience. Free sharpenirig. 40 yrs
(2) 1 BEDROOM apts. 44 Lots for
SOMETHING new on
seat and chair, neutral rial Rd., 753 1319.
Sale
experience. All work
truck, 4 wheel drive, estimates 753-0366.
Applia
nces
furnish
ed.
der the sun! Reps colors, brand new, $500 WEST KY HARDguaranteect. Kenneth
351- 4 speed, white CONCRETE drive
KENTUCKY Lake lot. T
$150
each,
Dep.
&
Re
needed for business or best offer 759 4813 WOOD KILN Red Oak
spoke wheels, radial ways, patios, brick and Barnhill. 753 2674,
ferences required. Call acre, 12x60 mobile
accounts, part time after 5P M.
$1.35 per 100 board foot
block work. CALL 502
Stella, Ky.
tires, no rust. $2,000
home, septic and well,
7536143
.
$18 000' potential full MATCHING sofa & love 395-5900. Other hard
492 8160.
753 7161
WET BASEMENT? We
$16,500. Home 554 8128
2
BEDR
OOM
apart
time $60 000 * poten
seat, $150. New coffee 8 woods available.
1986 NISSAN king cab CUSTOM bushhogging. make wet basements
ment for rent. No pets. or Office 442 3632. Ow
tial, work own hours
Call David Wallace dry
end table, $75. Glass & WE now -have Briggs
ner financing.
Work completely
pickup, A/C, 5 speed. Ex
753,9475
or
753
0521.
Training provided. Call wood dining table with 4 and Tecumseh engine
753 4935.
guaranteed
tras.
LARGE
Less
Call or
than
lot
for
sale
5,000
on
1
or
2
BEDROOM
1 612 938 0019, M F. chairs, used 2 months, parts. For all your
MITCH
write
ELL
Paving
miles. After 2p.m 1 354
Morgan Con
apartment near down- Ky. Lake in Center
8A.M 5P M (CST.)
$150. Full size bed, $20. service needs see us at
Drive
ways,
parking struction Co. Rt 2. Box
6508.
Ridge Subdivision.
town Murray. Call 753
Stokes Tractor, IndustCall 489-1721 or 753-4380.
1987 NISSAN pick up, lots, seal coating and 409A, Paducah
Ky
4 1 0 9 , 7 6 2 6 6 5 0 or Priced to sell, $750
rial
Rd.,
753-1319
.
strip
ing.
OAK bunk bed, good
47001 or call 1 442 7026
Also
901 ,644 9046 or 901 247
red, 4 new Goodyear
436-2844.
11
WITH
limesto
ne,
condition. $125. 759 1683.
38" cut,
gravel, top
Eagle ST tires, air
47
2 BEDROOM duplex, 3750.
Motorcycles
Demonstrators Needed
conditioning, AM/FM soil and grading. Phone
OAK whiskey barrelf Ariens yard tractor, appliances
LARGE lot for sale on
furnis
• H • • Christmas
hed,
priced
82
753
to
1537.
HOND
sell. Hazel
A CX 500, stereo radio, chrome
table and 4 chairs,
close to university, on Ky. Lake in Center water cooled
Decorations
. shalt bumpers, and bedmat. EXPERIENCED pair
asking $275. Call 753- Lawn and Garden Cen
Ridge Subdivision.
dead
end
street.
Call
ter,
driven
311
,
Main
St., Hazel,
low miles. $6700.e Serious inquires ling and paper hanging
•
Average $9.501hour.
5421.
753 3037 days. 753-8227 Priced to sell, $750. Sharp bike!
Ky. 492-8147.
Call 753
only please Call after 14 years experience
901 644 9046 or 901 247
QUEEN size mattress
Call 527-1162
after 5P.M.
1442
Free estimates Call
7P.M. 753-7252.
amnd box springs, very 26
1 BEDROOM apart 3750.
TV
Radio
753 8370 after 5P.M
LOTS for sale. Calf FOR sale or trade 19110 '71 FORD pick up, util
good condition, $100.
ment
near
univers
9 Situation Wanted
ity,
GS1000 Suzuki. 753 7300.
LEASE TO OWN 25
ity bed. Also, 8H P FENCE sales at Sears
753 3139 after 8P.M.
753 0954.
console TV with remote, carpet, gas heat No LOTS
CHRISTIeN mother WATERBED
Snapper riding lawn now Call Sears 753 2310
for sale in 48 Auto Servic
pets.
for sale
$145
per
month
es
$53 a month. Murray
for free estimate for
mower, electric start
Will do babysitting in 436 2882
Bagwell Manor starting
489 2244.
Rental & Sales. 753-8201.
your needs
A job well done for you 753 4503.
my home, 759 9896
at $6995. Howard Bran
2
BR
apt.
close
to
LEASE TO OWN Wir
at Bill's Upholstery
'71 JEEP Wagoneer; '60 FOR most any type
GENERAL house and 20 Sports Equipment
don, 753-4389 or 753 5960.
campu
s,
furnis
hed,
eless remote VCR, $32 a
Come by for an estim
Austin Heley, sprite, for driveway white rock
office cleaning. 5 years PSD
washer/dryer hook up, NICE lot on 121, 61/
compound bow, month
ate on your car, truck, parts. B model Allis also, any type gravel,
Murray Rental
experience. References
miles
North
on
natural
$250
month
a
loaded, $125
. Call
Call & Sales. 753 9201
van, boat, sunroof or Chalmers. 147 5153 after dirt and sand call Roger
supplied
759 1578 or 354 8914
gas lines_ 180x300, $3600
753-0919.
window tint 753 8085, 6p.m
Hudson, 753 4545 or
LEASE TO OWN 19"
753 8642
Days
753
1953
or
nights
FEMAL
E roommate to
104 S 13th behind D Q
color TV, $28 a month.
'73 JEEP good hunting 753 6763.
ODD lobs Yardwork, 22
753
Musical
0870
Murray Rental 8 Sales. share fully furnished
vehicle 435 4307 after GUTTERING by Sears
hauling, gutters, etc.
60' house $60
house Reasonable ex
49
4 PIECE Slingerland 753 8201.
Used Cars
Sears continuous gut
5P M
Call Andy 753 6959
46
Homes
for
Sale
70' house $70
penses. Call 7594011.
drum set. Complete with
ters
installe
1950 FORD 2 door Post,
d for your
78 SCOUT 4 wheel
WILL set with elderly Zildiian
80'
house $80
FURNISHED apts., 1 or 2 11 1/2 MILES southeast,of 8 cyl
cymbols. $300. 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
specif
icatio
ns Call
$4000 Call 753
drive, auto , fiberglass
people, day shift Call Call Rusty
1982 Energy 3744
bedrooms. No chilren No Murray
Wright at 753- 12x50
'Factory Experience
Sears 753 2310 for free
top,
CLEAN and in
436 2458,
SWB,
$1950
753
pets. Zimmerman Apts., Saver, 54x24 Doublewide,
6251 or 753 5731
estimate
Building & Servicing
good condition. Can be
WOULD like to take PIANO Spinet
bricked 1/2 up, large 1970 CUTLASS cruise. 9489
South 16th St. 753 6609.
used. bought separate or with
HAMILTON Cultured
Mobile Homes
air
$800
Seen
care of sick or elderly 5 Used
at
Jones
MARRIED couple/boys, bricked front porch. 3 BR. Iron and
grand • pianos. lake property.
51
Camp
marble and tile 643 Old
ers
•Phone
491-8488•
Metal
Call 345
days a week, $600 a New, used
2 bath, fireplace, great
2 BR apt., excellent loca
organs New, 2491 weekdays;
753 3841
436 5890 lion,
month. Experience
1982 JAYCO trailer. 24 Benton Rd 753 9400
used pianos Lonardo weekends,
near campus, 1323 room, dining room, kit
1977 GRAN Le Mans 1 2' Sleeps 6, fully self INSULATION blown in 55
Phone 527 3474 or 753 Piano
Olive Blvd 753.8585 by chen, ceiling fan, new
Feed and Seed
Co. next to Pen
by Sears TVA ap
14x70 MOBILE home on
1- 200
well pump, new septic, 22 Pontiac station wagon. contained, A 'C
Ex
appointment
ney's Paris, Tenn
proved.
1000
large shaded lot in
Save
bucket
DOUNDS of cer
on
seats
those
tras.
with
con
After
2P M 1 354
acres, stocked pond, all
high heating and cool
tifiec KY 31 fescue
county. 2 bedroom, 2 MUR Cal apts. Nor
sole Good condition
6508
fenced,
new
15x30
shed,
thwood
Dr.
1,
2
or 3 BR.
Will sell or trade for 198/ 39 1 '2' JAYCO Fifth ing bills Call Sears seed
bath, dishwasher, car
753 3139 atter
Now renting. Equal large corn crib Very pickup
port, porch, central
435 4493
quiet & friendly
Wheel travel trailer with 753 2310 for free 8P M
Housin
g
Opport
unity,
estimate.
heat and air. Call
KENTUCKY 31Fescue
neighbors $38,000. Call
all options, $18,500 Day
759 4984.
759 1578.
LEE'S CARPET seed Also wheat straw.
Mrs.
Todd
474
2105.
2251.
436
Night
'78
753
7687
Ford
T-Bird
NICE 2 BR furnished
1974 llxgO.
For all 753 8156 or 753 6401
TRAILER on
1984 PACE Arrow CLEANING
apt , downtown, $190 1317 OLIVE BLVD. Fan
100,000 + miles
your carpet 8 upholst
100x180 shaded lot 3 be
ROUND bales of wheat
tastic
location
motorh
BR,
3
ome.
2
class
A,
per month, includes
ery cleaning For a tree hay 474 2796
drooms, 1 bath, all elec
Good Condition
rear
story
brick
home
dbl.
Just
bd.,
fully
heat,
water, sewage, no
tric and wood heat Furequipped. excellent estimate call 753 5827
in exellent
Call after 5
pets. no kids 753 4937. listed
Satisfied references
nished and air con
5 7
Wanted
conditi
central
heat
on
condition. 753 7853.
&
436-5867
ditioned Negotiable, $12, M F, 8 5.
Shroat
Call
air
Waldro
MOBI
p
LE HOME WANTED
NOW taking ap
late model
500 or best offer. Days
52
Boats Motors
Best Offer
Specialist. Repair, Alumicraft 14 or 16 V
plications for I BR, low Real Estate Call Pete
759 1221, after 4P.M. 759
Waldro
p
at
753
9662
levelin
or
g,
underpi
24 p m
18
bottom
nning.
OMC
Glastron boat,
fishing boat.
income family, disabled
1153
1982 ESCORT, EC, motor and
753 7249.
roofs, floors, plumbing, electric start, 25 h p mo
TACO JOHN S
trailer Ho
1 BEDROOM, Windsor or elderly person Call I BEDROOM house
$1999. 1976 Mustang ward
wirin
g,
tor
Central Center Across from MSU Stadium
washi
8
Brandon, 753 4389
ng
trailer Must be in
mobile home for sale. South Side Manor, Masonite siding. on 1 Cobra, many extras,
hurricane straps 759
or 753 5960
good condition Call 527
Beautiful large kitchen 9a m. 12p m , Mon Fri
EC. $1700 Must sell, car
acre
near
school
4850
.
2
9916
1978 COBALT 18'2" 10 22/1
753 8221. Equal housing
with bay window, car
miles from town Has on order 436 2547
HP. new 350 Chevy mo
Of, furniture, drapes, opportunity
1983 MITSUBISHI tor, tri
hook
up
mobile
for
hull walk through.
TAKiNG applications
washer and dryer, dos
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
STARI
home
Priced
ON
in
low
TURBO
LS
9 0 1
2 4 7 3 2 66 ,
for Section 8
Rent 20's 759 1054
hwasher, stove, re
**1
5
speed,
air,
power
7a m 3 30p m ask for
Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3
OF NURSING
frigerator, extra nice
window
s,
moon
roof,
Dale
ATTE
NTIO
BR
Apply
N
EX
Hillda
le
753
Will
*
sell furnished, par
This position is for a Career minded
ECUTIVES! This home AM FM cassette 1979, 15 BMC. 1974
Apts , Hardin, Ky
!laity or unfurnished
5940 *
stereo $6200 753 5279 60HP Evinru
registered nurse who is interested in growhas
been
Equa
maintai
de
l
Hous
ned
motor.
with
ing
Call 753 8506.
after 5P M
Custom Kitchen
ultimate of pride Win
motor guide trolling
ing with a progressive long term care corIBEDROOM Opportunity
1983 TOYOTA Corolla motor $2700 753 1392 or
Cabinets
dowed wall, southern ex
•
poration Salary Commensurate with
doublewide with pur
33 Rooms for Rent
posure. tile entry, triple SRS. 2 door air, 5 speed. 753 0525
•
chase option near Ky
Typos
All
Of
perience Apply in person at
•
AM FM stereo, 1 ow
1982 JAYCO trailer, 24
ROOMS For rent, 1 bloc}, garage, greenhouse, cen
Lake .753 89e4
*
tral gas. two lots, four ner. excellent condition
1'2' Sleeps 6, fully self
Custom Woodworking
Heritage Manor
•
FOR sale by owner 19845 from campus 759 9645
$'4250 753 6463 after contained, A/C Extras
spaciou
s
bedroom
s,
rec
•
4th & Indiana, Mayfield, Ky.
doublewide mobile Rooms for rent seep
room, and mature land
6P W
&
After 2p m 1 354 6508
*
•
home on 125x235 lot in ing rooms near un
or Call Lanny Harvey,
seeping will make you 198c PONTIAC Grand
STARCRAFT 13' 6 •
iversity $30 weekly
Conrad Heights Sub
Kitche
Bath
Cabine
&
n
ts
dial 753 1492 at Century 21 Am 2 door, cruise, tilt. capacity boat.
*
Administrator at: 247-0200.
35HP
•
division, 3 miles eest of 753 5194.
•D•op by & 44itt our showroom
Loretta Jobs Realtors for console, AM FM
•
Mercury motor, lust *
Murray Central air and SLEEPING rooms, your private
MURRAY
409 SUNBURY
7 986 fd, dity of The w‘if
Illemisi bunny 11.6..i 1
showing
stereo
on
cassette
complet
,
sharp!
ely
overhauled
heat. Call 753 2992
$75 Der month 759 4104
this executive home
****************
753 7394
$800 firm 489 1216
****

Lyndia Cochran

Miller's 121
Mini Storage

'
1 a4r.rI

1-800-334-1203

Dan Taylor

Freddie Poe

C. Es

SAVE SAVE

Remodeling I Small
Plumting Jobs

House
For Sale

MUST SELL
512,000"
753-7161
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REPAIR
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THE ACES ON BRIDGE

OBITUARIES

BOBBY WOLFF

•

My statistician tells me that se% en players out of every 10 will mismanage today s trump suit It takes
either conscious effort or the right
"feel' to keep from losing three
trump tricks
South ruffs the second diamond
and turns his attention to the trump
suit What happens if he leads a routine king of trumps'
West wins the ace. and its all
over South cannot prevent the loss
of two more trump tricks to East
and the game falls short by one
trick
If you look at all four hands, its
easy to see that a low trump would
work better than South's sacrificing
his king How does South reach this
conclusion without taking a peek'
If trumps are 3-2. South can play
either the king or a low one first
without changing the result In either case, the defenders get two
trumps and South makes game
However, if trumps are 4-1 ithere
is no play if they're 5-0k. South is
destined to lose three trump tricks
unless one of the defenders started
with a singleton ace
Against 3-2 splits, there's little to
lose. against 4-1 splits, there's
something to win and nothing to lose
— a good reason for starting with a
low trump instead of the king
Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
12363 Dallas. Texas 75225. with self-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply

"Give me the luxuries of life and I
will willingly do without the
necessities."
— Frank Lloyd Wright.
Today's declarer got his luxuries
confused with his necessities. He
thought it more important to establish his solid clubs than too after
the anemic hearts.
South ducked the first spade, won
the second and led a club to establish three sure winners in that suit.
West won immediately and continued spades, knocking out South's remaining stopper. Too late now for a
play in hearts. South was forced to
settle for eight tricks, 100 points to
the defense.
While it is true that today's clubs
are a solid source of tricks while
hearts are not, it is also true that
West's opening bid marks him with
both outstanding aces. South must
therefore try to steal a trick in
hearts before he knocks out the ace
of clubs.
After winning his spade ace,
South should lead a low heart toward dummy's queen. and the defense is stuck. if West ducks, dummy's queen wins and South attacks
in clubs. Regardless of what West
does. South now has a sure nine
tricks.
If West hops up with the heart ace
and continues spades. South must
then rely on a 3-3 heart break to
make the game. Not a great bet to
be sure, but better than playing
clubs first which offers no chance.

NORTH 117A
•3
•J 10 8 2
•8 4 2
•J 10 9 8 7
NEST
EAST
•A
•J 10 9 4
Q743
p965
•Q J 9 7 6
•A K 10 3
•6 4 3
+52
SOUTH
•K Q 8 7 6 5 2
AK
•5
•AKQ
Vulnerable Both
Dealer South
The bidding
North
South West
Pass
2 NT
2•
Pass
Pass
44
Opening lead Diamond

James Lee
Darnell
444
.;1444
,
- 4•1444

,••••
'04444

East
Pass
Pass
queen

LEAD WITH THE ACES
8 17 B

South holds •K Q 10 3 2
•10 8 3
•K 9 7
•J 5
West
North
East
South
1•
Pass
Pass
1•
2•
Pass
2 NT
Pass
3 NT
Pass
Pass
Pass
ANSWER: Spade three Although
it's normal to lead the king from
this holding, with RHO known to
have four or more spades. it's better
to lead a low spade.
NORTH 8 18 A
+72
Q8752
•K 105
K93
WEST
EAST
•Q J 10 9 4
+85
•A 103
•J 64
•J 2
•8 7 6 4 3
•A 7 6
+542
SOUTH
•A K 6 3
VK9
•A Q 9
Q J 10 8
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: West
The bidding:
West
North
East
South
1+
Pass
Pass
Dbl
Pass
2
Pass
2 NT
Pass
3 NT
All pass
Opening lead: Spade queen
BID WITH THE ACES
8-18-B

South holds
+72
Q8752
•K 105
4K 9 3

Nla di Pa's youngest daughter.will be married on Sunday, Sept. 6. at the Homeplace-1850 in Land Between
The Lakes, and everyone is invited. The re-creation of a period wedding ceremony will take place at 3 p.m.
on the front porch of Ma & Pa's cabin. Following the ceremony , wedding guests can join the bride and groom
in the festivities, which will include dancing, refreshments, and a fancy cake to sample. The Homeplace daily
program fees are:'adults, $2.50; youth (6-1'7). $1.00; children under 6 free; and senior citizens (62 and over),
$1.00. Special rates are available for organized preregistered groups.

Regional health board seeking
nominations for four-year spot
The Western Kentucky Regional
presenting, at the time of election, field of mental health, mental
Mental Health-Mental Retarda- a petition for nomination signed by retardation, alcoholism or drug
tion Board, Inc. is seeking 25 registered voters of the region. abuse. At least one-fourth of the
nominations from the public to fill The board must vote on a petition members shall have indicated
a
a full four-year board term vacan- nominee as well as on those placed primary interest in mental retarcy in each of the following coun- in nomination by the nominating dation and/or developmental
ties: Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, committee.
disabilities.
Fulton, Graves. Hickman, LivThe area served by the
One-fourth of the membership of
ingston, McCraciten and Marshall. WKR1g0H-MR Board, IN ,is
In accordanc with the by-laws Region I and includes the cou les the board shall be elected at each
of the WKRMH-MR Board, Inc. of Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, —annual meeting for a four-year
the nominating committe shall Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Liv- term and shall take office impresent nominations to fill these ingston, McCracken and Marshall. mediately upon conciusion of said
meeting. A maximum of two convacancies, along with a recomIn accordance with the by-laws
mended slate of officers at the the board shall consist of not less secutive four-year terms may be
board's annual meeting Sept. 17 at than 18 nor more than 36 served by any board member.
6:30 p.m. at Paducah's Executive members. Each county shall have
For application forms or furtMr
Inn RiverFront.
al least two board members and
information contact Beverly
The meeting is open to the not more than four.
O'Nan, executive secretary,
public. Any qualified person who
Each board members shall
Western Kentkucky Regional
has not been placed in nomination reside in the county which he or
Mental Health-Mental lietardaby the committee may have his or she represents.
tion Board, Inc., P.O. Box 7287,
her name placed on the list of
Board members shall have
Paducah, KY 42002-7287 or by
nominees for membership by demonstrated an interest in the
telephoning O'Nan at 442-7121.

Evansville construction group
puts "sweat equity" into work

EVANSVILLE, Ind. ( AP ) —
North South
Bonita P. Jones feels good about
1.
1 NT
the "sweat equity" she has in her
2V
home.
ANSWER: Four hearts. Three
It makes a difference to live in
hearts is a possibility but that fifth a house that you helped build,"
heart might make all the difference. said Mrs. Jones, who helped with
the Habitat for Humanity construction project. "It makes you
appreciate it more."
Habitat relies on volunteer,
church-sponsored labor and
donated funds to build or renovate
Good
641 South
Neighbor
Murray
Chevy
753-2617
Stars

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, inc.

101

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

1986 Olds Cutlass
P.S., P.B., air, auto,
tilt, cruise. V-8,
cassette, tape, blue

EPSON

homes for low-income people in
more than 200 cities across the
United States and in such foreign
countries as Peru, Nicaragua and
Zimbabwe.
"Sweat equity" is the group's
name for the work that owners of
its homes put into their dwellings
as partial payment.
The Evansville chapter has
completed five houses and is
working on two more. Other affiliates are active in Gary.

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
-27.90
Goodyear
Previous Close
2700.57
I.B.M.
Air Products
Ingersoll Rand
49/
1
2 •3
/
4
A.T.C.-Class A
27B 27% A
Jerrie°
AT&T
Kmart
34'%
Briggs & Stratton
Kroger
411 -1
/
4
Chrysler
43% •11
JCPenney
/
4
40/
1
4 .%
CSX Corp
Pen wait
Dean Foods
Quaker Oats
391
/
4 +1
/
4
Dollar Gen. Store 11%B 111
Sears
/
2A
Exxon
Texaco
/
2
971
/
4 -1
Ford
109/
1
2 43
/
4
Time Inc.
55% AA
G.A.F.
U.S.Tobacco
General Motors
.92/
1
2 •1
Wal-Mart
GenCorp, Inc.
..111 -1
Wendy's
Goodrich
C.E.F. Yield..

741/4 unc
l731
/
2 -13,,
40/
1
2 •1I,,
20B 201
/
2A
451
/
2 +34
38%

58
42%

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

•Dual floppy disk drive System

•A

type keyboard

-%
- 1/2

1103
/
4 -1%
-28/
1
4 -7/8
WA -11
/
4
11 unc
8.14

'IBM Lompatible

*640KB RAM memory
•Serial and parallel ports

I

/
2 +'s
641
84% un('
561/8 .3/4

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

LaPorte, South Bend, Elkhart,
Fort Wayne, Muncie and Terre
Haute, and another chapter is forming in Indianapolis, said Hubert
C. Ping, director of the Habitat
region that includes Indiana, Kentucky and Ohio.
The group is based in Americus,
Ga., and has received support
from former President Jimmy
Carter, a Georgia native who
braved the national heat wave at
the end of last month to work on
homes for the needy in Charlotte,
N.C. Carter has also worked'on
Habitat construction projects in
New York and Chicago.
Volunteers in Paducah, the Kentucky city farthest along in the
program, are working on their
sixth Habitat house. It was designed and is being built by students
from West Kentucky State
Vocational-Technical School in
Paducah. Other Kentucky affiliates are in Lexington,
Louisville, Ashland and Midway.
"The only problem is that they
build much faster than our usual
volunteers and that runs our
money down," the Rev. Randle B.
Dew, a retired Methodist minister
who is director of the project, said
of the vocational school workers.
Habitat, founded by Georgia
businessman Millard Fuller in
1976, operates without government
funding and asks only that new
owners help build their own or
other Habitat homes.

Operating system
Tisk
•GW BASIC
programming language

WESTERN KENTUCKY INSURANCE
TONY BOYD AGENCY

44,144 int,

Spocial

$995

302 N. 12th St.
753-5842

While Quantities Last
20 MG Hard Disk '1,495
(o)
I
1
314 Main St

Computer Center
Tony Boyd, Agent

(502) 753 7733
Expire.;

Sept

1

Murray, KY 42071

'Crop
•Bonds
'Mobile Home's
'Life & Health •Homeowners 'Auto
•Commercial •Farmowners

1987

Students and Teachers Only
Coupon
Worth

We represent Grange Mutual, Maryland Casualty, Travelers, Kentucky Central, American Indemnity Minnehoma AMA, Kentucky
Mutual Midwest Mutual, Progressive Casualty, Golden Rule,
Dairyland, Moore Group

off the
Special Sale

$5
0
Sale Price '995
Your Cost '945
GSM Compute( Center
314
Mein St

Mrs. Musette
M„ Blankenship
Mrs. Musette Marshall Blankenship, 77, of St. Louis, Mo., died
Sunday at 7 p.m. at a hospital
there.
She was preceded in death by
her first husband, Frank Pashea,
and her second husband, E.R.
Blankenship.
Born May 14, 1910, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Jack Marshall and Sammie Robinson Marshall.
Survivors are two sons, Terry
Frank Pashea and wife, Nancy,
St. Louis, and E.R. (Butch)
Blankenship Jr. and wife, Janice;
one sister, Mrs. 011ie (Susie)
Workman, Murray; three sistersin-law, Mrs. Lucille Marshall, Rt.
2, Murray, Mrs. Kathleen Marshall, East St. Louis, Ill., and Mrs.
Mae Marshall, St. Louis; six
grandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 1 p.m. in St. Louis with burial to
follow in a cemetery there. Math
Hermans & Son Funeral Home is
in charge of arrangements.

FBI studying
war documents
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — The
FBI is examining another cache of
rare Civil War documents allegedly stashed in a safe-deposit box by
a writer accused of taking
valuable letters from two government manuscript collections.
The trove of 191 documents,
many believed to have been stolen
from the National Archives, was
found Monday during a search of
the safe-deposit box rented under
an assumed name by writer
Charles Merrill Mount, the FBI
said.
The search also turned up
$18,400 in cash. a loaded handgun
and 926 capsules of a drug tentatively identified by the FBI as a
tranquilizer, the bureau said.
Mount, 59, was arrested last
week in Boston on a charge of interstate transportation of stolen
property after he allegedly tried to
sell rare stolen letters to the
Goodspeed Bookstore on Beacon
Hill.

Hog Market

*Monochrome monitor
'
MS DOS

%One year

James Lee Darnell, 63, of Rt. 3,
Murray, died Monday at 10:15
a.m. at Murray
:CaJloway County
Hospital.
He was a retired farmer and a
veteran of World War II.
Born Oct. 17, 1923, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
William Obed Darnell and Bessie
Holland Darnell.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Betty Underhill Darnell, to whom he
was married on March 3, 1970; one
daughter, Miss Kimberly Darnell,
Rt. 3, Murray; three sons. Gary
Lee Darnell and wife, Diana,
Shane Darnell and wife, Tina, and
Ken Darnell and wife, Lisa, all of
Murray.
Also surviving are two stepdaughters, Ms. Debbie Thomas,
Murray, and Mrs. David Gail
Pope, Ledbetter; one stepson,
Danny Brittain and wife, Robin,
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Paul
Jerry (Clara) Lee, and two
brothers, Raymond Darnell and
Wayne Darnell, all of Murray;
three grandchildren, LeAnn
Darnell, Keisha Darnell and Shannon Farley; seven
stepgrandchildren.
Services will be Wednesday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Paul Belt will officiate.
Burial will follow in Holland
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.

Call Us For A Quote, Today!

753 7733

.11

ederal Slate Market Sean %erste.. Sours* II
14017 kentuckt Purrhaae Sera Hog Market Report
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Calloway
Monument Co.
1707 West Main Murray
"We have over 40 years'
experience in design
and craftsmanship"
We ore here to serve you and
your loved ones
Call Jim Smothers
or Jennifer Wolff
753-1962

